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THESIS ABSTRACT
NAME: Gamal Ameen Saeed Sallam
TITLE OF STUDY: Framework for Robots Self-Deployment Using Virtual
Force Approach
MAJOR FIELD: Computer Networks
DATE OF DEGREE: April 2016
Robots deployment is becoming so popular in recent days due to its applications in
different fields. Robots are used for many military and civilian applications. Many
such applications, such as search-and-rescue operations or area monitoring during
an environmental disaster, cannot be effectively carried out by a single robot, but
rather are carried out by many robots linked cooperatively in a robotic network.
In rescue operations, for example, robots can be used to help in discovering bodies
under the rubbles or even assist the injured. One of the main challenges in these
applications is how to deploy the robots without central coordination. Virtual force
(VF) technique appears as one of the prominent approaches to perform multi-robot
deployment autonomously. In this thesis, we propose a unified framework that is
generalized to consider different aspects of VF-based deployment. First, the ef-
xviii
fectiveness of virtual force depends on how its parameters are selected in order to
achieve the required deployment. There are two important factors: attractive force
(wa) and repulsive force (wr). We investigate how to calibrate these two factors in
order to accommodate different kinds of scenarios with different number of robots,
communication ranges and so on. Moreover, we present an energy aware virtual
force approach to balance energy consumption among robots and consequently max-
imize the network lifetime. Second, since most of the existing VF-based approaches
lack purposeful deployment, we present a Cooperative Virtual Force Robot Deploy-
ment (COVER) technique. Our approach modifies the original VF approach to
consider the mission requirements such as the number of required robots in each
locality (e.g., landmarks are distributed and each needs a specific number of robots
in its vicinity). In addition, COVER expedites the deployment process by establish-
ing a cooperative relation between robots and neighboring landmarks. To shorten
the deployment time and improve other metrics we propose Two-hop COVER that
enhances COVER in many different ways. In case that Two-hop COVER could
not reach 100% demand satisfaction, we present Trace Fingerprint that is designed
to be used with Two-hop COVER to guarantee 100% demand satisfaction. Exten-
sive simulation experiments have been carried out to assess the performance of
the proposed algorithms. Moreover, a proof-of-concept experiment using Turtlebot
robots has been carried out for validating COVER algorithm.
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توزيع الربوتات اصبح مشهورا بالاونه الاخيره نتيجة للتطبيات اللي ستتيحها في مختلف المجالات. الربوتات تستخدم 
عدد من تلك التطبيقات مثل تطبيقات البحت والانقاذ او المراقبه في العديد من التطبيقات سواء المدنيه او العسكريه. 
خلال الكوارت البيئيه لا يمكن تنفذيها بربوت منفرد ولكنها تتطلب تعاون اكثر من ربوت متوصلين بإستخدام شبكة 
او مساعدة  ضالربوتات. على سبيل المثال, في عملية الانقاذ يمكن استخدام الربوتات لإكتتشاف الأجسام تحت الانقا
الجرحى. احد اهم العوائق التي تواجه مثل هذي التطبيقات هو كيفية نشر الربوتات بدون تحكم مركزي.  تعتبر طريقة 
القوى الوهميه واحده من اهم الطريق المستخدمه لنشر الربوتات بدون تحكم مركزي. في هذه الأطروحه, نقترح إطار 
المؤثره في طريقة نشر الربوتات بإستخدام القوى الوهميه. اولا, فعلية هذه موحد للأخذ بالإعتبار عدد من العوامل 
الطريقه تعتمد على طريقة ضبط عناصرها الأساسيين. يوجد عنصريين مهمين وهما قوة التجاذب وقوة التنافر. سنبحث 
ذالك,  علاوة علىفي هذه الدراسه كيفية ضبط هذين العنصرين بحيث يسهل استخدام الطريقه لأكثر من سيناريو. 
سنعرض طريقة القوى الوهميه بحيث تأخذ بالاعتبار استهلاك الطاقه والطاقه المتبقيه لكل ربوت. ثانيا, بما أن معظم 
الطرق الحاليه التي تعمتمد على طريقة القوى الوهميه لا تأخذ بالاعتبار نشر الربوتات لغرض معين, فإننا نقترح في 
مى نشر الربوتات بإستخدام القوى الوهميه التعاونيه. الطريقه المقترحه تعدل بطريقة هذه الدراسه طريقة جديده تس
القوى الوهميه لتأخذ بالإعتبار متطلبات المهمه مثل عدد الربوتات المطلوبه في كل منطقه من مناطق نشر الربوتات. 
ن تغلال التعاون بين الربوتات وبيعلاوة على ذالك فإن الطريقه المقترحه تحسن عملية نشر الربوتات من اخلال اس
علامات مميزه موجوده مسبقا في أماكن نشر الربوتات. طريقتين اخريين تم اقتراحهما لتحسين عملية توزيع الربوتات 
والوصول الى افضل نتيجه ممكنه. تم دراسة الطرق المقترحه بإستخدام المحاكاه وبإستخدم تجارب على روبوتات 
 فعالية الطرق المقترحه. واقعيه وجميعهم اثبتو
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Robots deployment
Robotics networks have gained a lot of attention in the last decade due to the
major technological advances that widened the scope of their applications. A
robot can be equipped with sensors, which enable such a network type to com-
bine the advantages of its mobility and actuation features with the wireless sensor
network capabilities. Robots deployment can be done manually, by placing each
node in a pre-determined position in an area of interest such that some desired
coverage and connectivity properties are ensured. Alternatively, robots may dy-
namically adjust their positions by self-spreading such that the covered area is
maximized while maintaining the inter-robot connectivity. In harsh environments
where human intervention is not possible, robots can be used for monitoring spe-
cific phenomena, reporting data to a base-station and taking action as deemed
feasible and appropriate. The reactive nature of robots and the applications in
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which a robotics network is effective make deterministic placement impractical and
adaptive self-deployment of robots more appropriate. A number of algorithms has
been proposed to address adaptive self-deployment as in [1–7]. One of the most
popular techniques to enable robots self-spreading after an ad-hoc random place-
ment in an area is to model them as electromagnetic particles that exert virtual
forces where robots repel or attract neighbors based on proximity [1] [2]. Based
on the composite force applied by its neighbors, a robot moves to a new loca-
tion. This process is repeated many times until the network reaches equilibrium
status where robots become uniformly distributed in the area. It has the follow-
ing advantages: a simple communication model (size and type of the packets),
enhancement of the initial coverage degree, the control of the coverage degree
by the threshold value, fast convergence, the consideration of obstacles, borders,
and coverage holes. However, The efficiency of this algorithm depends on the
parameters attractive force wa and repulsive force wr [8]. Other approaches lie
in one of the following classes: computational geometry based, fuzzy based, and
metaheuristic based [8]. In the computational geometry based approach [4,9,10],
a geometric computation is used to find out the places that are not covered yet
and direct robots in the densely areas to move toward them. Voronoi diagram and
Delaunay triangulation are two common approaches in this class. The weaknesses
of this approach are: it is a greedy algorithm, and it is ineffective when dealing
with large holes [11]. In the fuzzy based approach [12, 13], fuzzy logic system is
used to control the robot movement. The fuzzy system puts several rules based
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on the Euclidean distance or the number of robots for example. Then the system
will provide a new position that each robot should relocate to it. It does not
take into account the presence of obstacles. Algorithms belonging to metaheuris-
tic based approach utilizes the effectiveness of metaheuristics in order to settle
the position, the direction, and the movement speed of a mobile sensor. Ant
Colony (AC) [14], Genetic Algorithms (GA) [15], Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [16], and Simulated Annealing (SA) [8] are examples of such algorithms. It
has a high complexity and the quality of the obtained solutions depends on a large
number of parameters (e.g., number of iterations and GA-related parameters) [8].
1.2 Virtual Force Approach (VF)
One of the most popular approaches for robots deployment is the virtual force
(VF). VF-based deployment is inspired by the artificial potential field-based tech-
niques in the field of robotic obstacle-avoidance [17], in which nodes are treated
as virtual particles and the virtual forces due to potential fields repel the nodes
and the obstacles. In this approach, there are three kinds of objects: robots, ob-
stacles and preferential areas, all of them exert a different kind of force, either an
attractive force or a repulsive force. Robots exert a repulsive force or an attractive
force toward each other depending on the Euclidean distance between them, while
obstacles exert a repulsive force and preferential areas exert an attractive force
on robots. In this approach, we consider the following assumptions. First, each
robot has a sensing range Rs and a communication range Rc = K.Rs and k > 1.
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Within the sensing range, the robot can detect the local environment conditions or
implement a certain task. Moreover, a robot can communicate with other robots
within its communication range. Second, the positions of all the robots are known
and can be acquired using any localization technique or using GPS. Third, all the
robots can move according to the calculated results of the algorithm. Fourth, the
communication range is greater than the sensing range.
1.3 Robots Movement of the Virtual Force
In the virtual force model, obstacles are assumed to exert repulsive (negative)
forces on a robot. However, areas of preferential coverage exert attractive (posi-
tive) forces on a robot. Let FiA be the total (attractive) force on robot Ri due to
preferential coverage areas, and let FiR be the total (repulsive) force on robot Ri
due to obstacles. The total force Fi on Ri can now be expressed as in Equation
4.1.
Fi =
k∑
j=1,ji
Fij + FiR + FiA (1.1)
where
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Fij =

wa(dij − dth), θij if dij > dth
0 if dij = dth
wr
dij
, pi + θij if dij < dth
(1.2)
and
FiA = wa ∗ (diA), θiA (1.3)
FiR =
wr
diR
, θiR + pi (1.4)
x′i = xi + ~Fxi (1.5)
y′i = yi + ~Fyi (1.6)
wa is the attractive force, wr is the repulsive force, and dij is the distance between
robot i and robot j, dth is the distance threshold between any two nodes which
control how close will be the nodes from each other, and θij is the angle between
node i and node j. diA is the distance between robot i and preferred point A, diR
is the distance between robot i and obstacle R.
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1.4 Motivations
As we have stated earlier, robots deployment has a lot of applications in different
fields. In order for the deployment to be effective for different kind of scenarios
such as in hazardous environments, the deployment should be carried out au-
tonomously without any central coordination. Virtual force appears as one of the
prominent approaches for this purpose. However, this approach has different prob-
lems that we are going to address in the following study. The setting of virtual
force parameters, specifically the attractive force wa and the repulsive force wr
has not been discussed nor mentioned accurately in the literature. In [1], they just
mentioned that the attractive force should be highly smaller than the repulsive
force. Therefore, in this thesis, the goal is to formulate these two factors to be a
function of system parameters such as the number of robots and communication
threshold, etc. Also, considering the remaining energy in each robot is another
important factor to be considered to maximize the lifetime of the network. Some
robots may start to deplete their energy earlier than other robots so the possibil-
ity of these robots to shut down is very high and could cause a disruption in the
network. So, in this work we present an energy aware virtual force that considers
the heterogeneous level of energy among robots such that the ones with a low level
of energy will be able to switch to a power save mode and consequently conserve
the remaining energy as possible.
Moreover, Most of the previous works have focused on how to maximize the
covered area and how to achieve a uniform distribution of the robots [1–7,18]. But
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some scenarios may require that some places should have more robots compared
to others. More specifically, each place could have a level of emergency different
from other places and it would ask for a specific number of robots. To illustrate,
assume that one or more landmarks are deployed in the area of interest. The
landmark is a devise that is equipped with special capabilities, e.g., sensing and
computational resources, to enable them to assess the situation in their vicinity.
These landmarks are deployed in order to support the deployment of the mobile
robots when an event takes place. The landmarks monitor the area, and determine
a need for the mobile robots in that area after an incident has occurred. The
landmarks may be equipped with whatever types of sensors or detectors that are
appropriate for their function, and are not restricted to any particular type of
detection mode. For example, the landmarks may be equipped with chemical
sensors to analyze air, water quality or a gas, liquid, or vapor concentration,
toxic gas detectors, water level detectors, seismometers, visibility meters, or any
other sensors which provide data from which a need for mobile robots can be
determined. A demand, or need, for robots is determined by the landmark from
its monitoring of the area around it and a predetermined formula using the results
of the monitoring. A number of robots already available to the landmark, if any,
will be subtracted from the number of robots calculated from the predetermined
formula. For example, in an aspect of the work directed to a search-and-rescue
scenario at sea, readings such as a current strength and a wave height can be
included in the predetermined formula. In an aspect of the work directed to a
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search-and-rescue scenario due to a gas leak or environmental contamination, a
concentration of a chemical or contaminant can be included in the predetermined
formula, with a greater concentration of chemical or contaminant indicating a
greater need for mobile robots. In an aspect of the work directed to an earthquake
scenario, a Richter scale reading can be included in the predetermined formula,
with a greater reading on the Richter scale indicating a greater need for robots. In
all the previous scenarios, a landmark will request a specific number of robots to
come to its vicinity. The robots will be dropped in any point in the area of interest.
Then, those robots need a mechanism to organize themselves such that the demand
of each landmark is met. In this work, we are going to address a dynamic coverage
of each landmark based on cooperative landmarks and robots. Virtual force has
been used for the general deployment of robots where the focus was to improve the
coverage ratio, however, in this work, we propose a cooperative virtual force for
implementing virtual force technique considering specific requirements depending
on the deployment objectives.
Finally, in order to realistically realize a proposed solution, the physical prop-
erties of robots and the environment should be considered during the implemen-
tation. First, we consider the localization of the robots. In a harsh environment,
the only convenient way is to use the odometer properties of the robot to induce
its location. This approach has its error that accumulates with time. Some of
the studies assume that localization is already achieved using GPS [19], however,
GPS is not available in indoor places or in the areas that are covered by trees.
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Additionally, GPS has an error that cannot be tolerated in small-scale scenarios.
Another work [20] assumes that a localization method is available and so they
build their work based on that assumption, however in a real implementation,
localization is a major issue and its error is sometimes very high and consequently
affects the overall performance. Another issue is obstacles presence which can
interfere with robots movement during the deployment. Dealing with obstacles is
not as simple as assumed by some studies. The presence of obstacles means a high
processing of the feedback coming from the distance sensors as well as increasing
the path length to the goal. Many previous works have treated obstacles as a
repulsive force [1, 19, 21], however in our scenario we have a goal that the robot
needs to go to (which is the landmark) so the robot may need to move around the
obstacle to get back to the path of the goal. More importantly, even if there are
no obstacles in the area of interest, the robots themselves could become obstacles
for each other.
1.5 Thesis Contribution
The goal of this thesis is to propose a unified framework that covers different and
general aspects of VF-based deployment. The contributions can be categorized in
the following points:
1. We propose two calibrates one for the attractive force and one for the repul-
sive force which factor system parameters such as the number of robots while
computing the attractive/repulsive forces. Moreover, we consider an energy
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aware implementation for virtual force in order to balance the consumption
of energy among robots with heterogeneous levels of the remaining energy.
2. We propose a novel cooperative and distributed method (COVER) for multi-
robot deployment using virtual force based on landmarks demand. COVER
approach is cooperative such that landmarks and robots will help each other
to maximize and expedite the demand satisfaction of each landmark. Virtual
force purpose is to maximize the covered area but without any guidance
on how to achieve a purposeful deployment. Its way of searching for the
demanding node is random. So, we aim to reduce the randomness by guiding
VF approach to perform certain deployment requirements.
3. Moreover, we improved the performance of COVER by proposing Two-hop
COVER that aims to shorten the deployment time and increase the level of
demand satisfaction.
4. Finally, in order to guarantee 100% demand satisfaction, we propose Trace
Fingerprint to be used with Two-hop COVER to reach the maximum possi-
ble level of demand satisfaction. Fairness in distributing the robots among
landmarks in case that the number of robots is less than the collective de-
mand is considered for COVER and Two-hop COVER as well.
5. We study the effects of a real implementation of the virtual force by consid-
ering the physical properties of the robots and obstacles and their overall
effect on the deployment. Two variants of the virtual force approach, full
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virtual force, and the original virtual force, are implemented taking in con-
sideration all the physical aspects of Khepera III robot. Moreover, Turtlebot
robots were used for testing the proposed COVER approach on a real robot.
1.6 Thesis Structure
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents some
related works. Virtual force parameters calibration and energy aware version of
virtual force are presented in chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the cooperative virtual
force (COVER), Two-hop COVER and Trace Fingerprint. Finally, in chapter
5, some real experiments are presented using Khepera III robots and Turtlebot
robots. The thesis ends up with major findings and future directions in chapter
6.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Previous Studies
In the following section, we present some deployment techniques that are clas-
sified as in Figure 2.1, then at the end we present some applications of robots
deployment.
A geometry based solution for deploying mobile sensors is proposed in [4]. The
area is divided into hexagons then each node is instructed by the base-station
about the preferred places at the center of a hexagon. Each mobile node perform
its calculation to move to the new location. D. Zarbos and et al [7] proposed a
Deployment techniques
Centralized ( [18, 22]) Distributed
Geometry [7, 18] Metaheuristics [3, 5, 6] Fuzzy [12,13]
Virtual force based
[1, 2, 16, 19,21,23–30]
Figure 2.1: Classification of the current deployment techniques
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method for redeploying sensors to cover targets. They assume some targets are
sparsely covered, so their goal is to balance the coverage of each target in order
to enhance network lifetime and connectivity.
In [3], the authors used neural network and genetic algorithms for sensor self-
deployment. They found that this approach minimizes the time step and increases
the covered area by the learning process and the interaction with the surrounding
environment. In [5], the authors proposed a technique for sensor self-deployment
in point of interest (PoI). The developed technique requires a priori knowledge of
the coordinate of the PoI. It uses the concept of Reduced Neighborhood graph
to maintain connectivity during deployment. Another work in [6] is proposed
to guarantee near optimal coverage radius around PoI. It uses Greedy Advance
and Greedy-Rotation-Greedy. These two algorithms make sensors constructing a
triangular tessellation graph around PoI.
In the fuzzy based approach [12, 13], fuzzy logic system is used to control the
robot movement. The fuzzy system puts several rules based on the Euclidean
distance or the number of robots for example. Then the system will provide a
new position that each robot should relocate to it.
In [18], a centralized approach for sensor deployment is presented. The position
of demanding nodes and resources is assumed to be known. So the problem
is formulated as ambulance allocation problem and an optimization solution is
employed.
Virtual force algorithm (VFA) has been used widely to achieve uniform dis-
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Ref Uniform
Deployment
Purposeful
Deployment
Obstacles Calibration
wa, wr
Energy Notes
[1] Yes No Repulsive Basic No First to use VF
[2] Yes No No No No Require Base
station help
[16,21] Yes No No No No Require high
computations
[19] Yes No No No No considers
heterogeneous Rs
[24,25] No Implicit No No No does not handle
stuck robots Rs
[26,27] Yes No No No No requires network
wide broadcast Rs
[31] Yes No Repulsive No No considers boundary
and different Rs
Proposed
work
Yes Yes Repulsive
and rotate
around
Yes Yes Handle stuck
robots and real im-
plementation
Table 2.1: Virtual force-based deployment techniques
tribution of robots. Table 2.1 provides a summary for virtual force variants that
have been used for sensor deployment. The idea of using potential field for robot
deployment was first investigated in [17]. In the robotics field, each robot be-
haves as a source of force for all other robots. This force can be either a positive
or negative. If two robots are placed too close to each other, the closeness being
measured by a pre-determined threshold, they exert negative forces on each other.
This ensures that the robots are not overly clustered, leading to poor coverage in
the other parts of the robotics network. On the other hand, if a pair of robots is
too far apart from each, they exert positive forces on each other.
In [1], the idea of virtual force was, for the first time, used to improve the
coverage after a random deployment of mobile sensors. They consider a binary
detection model in which a target is detected (not detected) with complete cer-
tainty by the sensor if a target is inside (outside) its circle. After the initial
random deployment, all sensor nodes are able to communicate with the cluster
head. The cluster head is responsible for executing the virtual force algorithm
and managing the one-time movement of sensors to the desired locations. The
obstacles are considered in this work and modeled as a repulsive force. This work
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considers a uniform distribution of the mobile sensor. It is centralized in term of
virtual force calculation which is a single point of failure. It did not consider the
heterogeneity of the mobile sensors energy level.
G. Tan and et al [2] developed connectivity-preserved virtual force technique
such that the covered area is maximized and the connectivity is guaranteed. The
developed technique considers that there is a base-station located near the area
of interest and the disconnected nodes move toward it to get connected.
Wand et al. [16] added particle swarm optimization (PSO) to virtual force ap-
proach. In the process of self-organized deployment, the nodes do not really move,
but cluster-head node calculates the virtual path first, and then guides cluster-in
nodes to migrate once to save energy. The fitness function of PSO is designed to
consider the time cost by self-organized deployment and the coverage rate after
deployment. Only a uniform distribution of the mobile sensors is considered in
this work and no guidelines on how to choose the virtual force parameters.
Chen et al. [19] considered a probabilistic detection model. In reality, sensor
detections are imprecise; hence, the coverage of a target point by a sensor needs to
be expressed in probabilistic terms. This work considers the difference of hetero-
geneous sensor nodes sensing detection radius. They propose a diversity degree
to compute distance threshold between nodes in heterogeneous network.
In order to limit the number of neighboring robots involved in virtual force
computation, authors in [21] suggest the use of Delaunay triangulation to do so.
Robots will only get affected by the attractive force and repulsive force of the nodes
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that are directly connected to it in the constructed Delaunay triangulation. This
approach requires a lot of computation: each node is required to build Delaunay
diagram for every iteration of virtual force computations.
Garetto et al. [23] proposed a distributed sensor relocation scheme based on
virtual forces, adding the restriction that there are at most only six nodes that can
exert forces on the current node. This work handled the problem that arises when
nodes are having a high communication range by using the six nodes restrictions.
In our work, we handled such problem during the formulation of the virtual force
parameters.
Ying et al. use virtual force for post-deployment to improve the coverage
of wireless sensor network. They assume that static sensor nodes are initially
deployed in the monitoring environment randomly, and the nodes communicate
with each other to detect the coverage holes [24]. the mobile nodes will be used
for increasing the coverage. Assuming that coverage holes generate an attractive
field on mobile nodes, the mobile nodes compute the virtual force for many rounds
until there is no force toward the mobile node or the maximum number of rounds
is reached so the mobile nodes stay where it stops at the last round. If a force
is exerted toward a mobile robot from multiple directions it will cause the robots
to oscillate and trigger a lot of unnecessary movements. The same is performed
in [25] with particle swarm optimization to reposition the robots to best cover a
sensing hole.
The work in [26] aims to overcome the problem of zigzag movement of sensors.
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Initially, sensors compute the total virtual force and move based on it; however,
in some cases, the sensor may move in a zigzag manner before it reaches the
final destination. So, in this work, they propose a prediction mechanism where
sensor can predict its position after multiple steps and therefore moves directly
to the final position. Instead of moving iteratively, sensors calculate their target
position based on an iterative algorithm, move logically, and exchange new logical
locations with their new logical neighbors. Actual movement only occurs when
sensors determine their final locations. In this approach, all sensors need to be in
range of each other to be able to exchange their logical position and compute the
next supposed position or require a network wide broadcast of messages which
will cause broadcast storm problem.
In [27], they propose a prediction approach for virtual force implementation.
Each robot supposed to predict its position after two or more steps in order to
avoid zigzag movement and speed up the deployment process. They limit error
in [26] by making it only two steps prediction. The main problems with [26] and
[27] are that: first, network will behave poorly in case of network partitions. Each
partition will predict the position of its robots without a knowledge of positions
of the others; second, this mechanism requires a network-wide broadcast which
causes a high communication overhead.
Work in [28] adds constraint on when a robot is allowed to move. It considers
only one robot to move at a time. It assumes that in the case where all robots
relocate themselves at the same moment, some robots may move needlessly. This
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is because none of the robots makes their movement decision based on the most
update robots location information in the neighborhood. So, to solve this problem,
they suggest using randomized back off delay to allow only one robot to move at
a time. This approach requires synchronization using global communication to
determine the required time for each iteration of the algorithm.
Work in [29] considers both obstacles and preferential areas. The obstacles
exert a repulsive force based on a rank given to each obstacle, while the preferential
areas and target points exert an attractive force based also on a rank given to each
preferential point. This works depend on a cluster head to perform all related
calculations needed for robot deployment.
Work in [31] considers the boundary effect on virtual force calculations. Sen-
sors are limited in their movement to the boundary of the region of interest. It
also limits the number of robots that can participate in virtual force calculation
by introducing communication threshold. Robots that are far from each other
and beyond the communication threshold will not have an effect on each other,
although there are actually communicating.
In [30], the authors use virtual force to perform zone of interest (ZoI) coverage.
They compare it with particle swarm optimization and found that virtual force is
better in term of coverage but consume more energy.
Robots are used as a guide for human in places such as new shopping malls
[32–35] that they are not familiar with. Also, robots can be used for rescue and
victim search after damage in buildings [36–38]. The work of [36] introduced a
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system for tracking robots that are used for discovering victims in an outdoor
emergency. The robot is assumed to provide some information regarding the
discovery of victims to a base station. This information will be meaningful if it
includes the location of the detected victim. So, they used wireless sensor networks
to help in localizing the robots using RSSI-based techniques and improved with
electronic compass and motor encoders to obtain high accuracy.
Meanwhile, the approach of [37] promotes the establishment of a connection
between injured people, who are unable to move, and a base-station using robots.
Each civilian is assumed to have a mobile device with communication range Mc ,
and robots have communication range Rc. The problem is formulated as a mixed
integer linear program such that the number of connected civilians is maximized
using multi-hop to the base-station.
In [38], the authors assume that there are some places with a potential for
some events to happen and mobile robots will be dispatched to help in the places
where there is an event. The robots will search for events in a way that can
reduce the total energy consumption and balance the load among the robots. The
positions of the places for potential events are known and if the number of robots is
greater than the number of event places, the problem is formulated as a maximum-
matching problem in a weighted bipartite graph. Otherwise, a clustering scheme
to group event locations so that the maximum-matching approach can still be
applied.
In [32], a WSN is assumed to be deployed before any event may occur. Then
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it is used to guide people by finding a safe path to the exit. By safest path they
mean the path with the largest clearance of the danger zones. Any sensor detects
hazard is considered as an obstacle and the safe path is selected such that it is
not passing through any obstacles. Another work in [33] uses sensors to help in
finding safe evacuation path. Each sensor reports the conditions in its surrounding
area to a neighboring decision node (DN). DNs are assumed to make connected
network and responsible for computing the safest path. The evacuees are assumed
to have smart devices that can communicate with DNs. However, DNs may fail, so
in [34] they propose an opportunistic communication by using a mobile decision
node (MDN) that are carried by emergency personal or evacuees. MDNs will
be localized using static sensors pre-deployed in the building. In case of no safe
path and people are trapped, the mechanism proposed in [35] dispatches robots
to create escape path by eliminating obstacles from the path.
2.2 Conclusion
As we have seen in all of the work in the literature, virtual force has been used
in many applications. However, providing a universal setting for its parameters,
specifically the attractive force and repulsive force is missing or not considered
carefully. Moreover, most of the work overlooked the purposeful deployment us-
ing virtual force and they considered only a uniform distribution of nodes. More
importantly, most of these previous works did not consider a real implementa-
tion for such deployment. So our aim is to fill these gaps and try to provide a
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formulation for virtual force factors to meet the demand of different applications.
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CHAPTER 3
ROBOTS DEPLOYMENT
USING VIRTUAL FORCE
APPROACH: GUIDELINES
3.1 Introduction
Robotics network is one of the emerging technologies that has a wide range of
applications. Robots are used for many military and civilian applications. Many
such applications, such as search-and-rescue operations or area monitoring during
an environmental disaster, cannot be effectively carried out by a single robot, but
rather are carried out by many robots linked in a robotic network. In rescue op-
erations, for example, robots can be used to help in discovering bodies under the
rubbles or even assist the injured. One of the main challenges in these applica-
tions is how to deploy the robots without central coordination. Virtual force (VF)
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technique appears as one of the prominent approaches to perform multi-robot de-
ployment autonomously. It has been proposed in [1] to be used for mobile sensor
self-deployment and its calculation is performed as in equation 3.1. However, the
setting of its parameters, specifically the attractive force wa and the repulsive
force wr have not been discussed nor mentioned accurately; they just mentioned
that the attractive force should be highly smaller than the repulsive force. So,
the effectiveness of this approach depends on how these parameters are selected
in order to achieve the required deployment. In this chapter, we will investigate
the best setting of these two factors in order to accommodate different kinds of
scenarios. The goal is to formulate these two factors to be a function of system
parameters such as the number of robots and communication threshold. Addi-
tionally, an energy aware implementation of virtual force approach is presented.
We consider a scenario where robots have different level of energy and the goal
is to balance energy consumption among robots to maximize the lifetime of the
network.
Extensive simulation experiments are conducted to study and explore the ef-
fectiveness of the proposed settings. In addition, a proof of concept experiment
using LegoTM Mindstorm robots is carried out to demonstrate some practical
results.
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Fij =

wa(dij − dth), θij if dij > dth
0 if dij = dth
wr
dij
, pi + θij if dij < dth
(3.1)
3.2 Methodology
In order to effectively achieve the required deployment, we investigate how to
set the attractive force and repulsive force for a different number of robots with
different parameters. In addition, the proposed virtual force introduces how to
limit the step size that a robot can move in each round to avoid oscillation. Then
we introduce an energy aware implementation of virtual force. We consider a
scenario where robots have different level of energy and the goal is to balance
energy consumption among robots to maximize the lifetime of the network.
3.2.1 Attractive Force (wa)
In virtual force computation, if robots are far from each other by a distance
threshold, which is determined specific to system requirements, the robots will
attract each other. Attracting other robots requires the value of wa to be set
properly. If the value of wa is high, it will cause the robots to move a longer
distance than needed and become very close to each other, which will trigger the
repulsive force and then attractive force and so on as in Figure. 3.1. In (A)
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robots are far from each other and the distance between each pair is higher than
the distance threshold. In (B) robots became close to each other and the distance
between each pair is smaller than the distance threshold. So in (A) robots will
keep attracting each other to become as in B, then robots will again repulse each
other and return to the state in (A) and so on. Consequently, the robots will not
stabilize and the network convergence would be difficult to attain.
Figure 3.1: An example of robots oscillation when there is no control over the
attractive force. A) The initial positions of the robots. B) The new positions of
the robots after applying the attractive force in A
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Figure 3.2: The effect of a high number of robots on the attractive force setting
If the number of robots is high, the attractive force should be reduced to avoid
that a robot attracts a high number of robots to its vicinity Fa ∝ 1N . For example,
in Figure. 3.2, when the number of robots is high (N=50), setting the attractive
force to be high (i.e. wa = 1 ) caused the robots to remain close to each other,
although their repulsive force was set properly.
Figure 3.3: An example of wa set to a random small value
Additionally, setting the attractive force arbitrarily to be smaller compared to
the repulsive force did not give the expected result as shown in Figure. 3.3.
Furthermore, if the communication range is high, this means that the effect of
one robot will be on a higher number of robots. In this case, it is better to set
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Figure 3.4: An example to show the effect of high communication range on virtual
force based deployment
the attractive force to decrease with the increase in the communication threshold
Fa ∝ 1Rc . In Figure. 3.4, when the communication range is high (i.e., Rc > 4Rs ),
it yields nonuniform distribution of the robots.
Figure 3.5: An example of the achieved deployment using the proposed setting of
the attractive force
So, for a high number of robots, the best setting is shown in Figure. 3.5, where
the attractive force considers the number of robots as well as their communication
range according to the formula discussed below.
On the other hand, if the number of robots is small, the better to have the
attractive force high to keep the robots close to each other. In Figure. 3.7, we
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Figure 3.6: An example of setting wa for a small number of robots
Figure 3.7: An example of setting wa for a small number of robots
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show different settings for wa under a small number of robots, we see that setting
wa to be high is suitable but to a certain level, otherwise, as in Figure. 3.6, it
causes the robots to attract each other more and not spreading uniformly.
So, in order to accommodate all the situations aforementioned, we propose the
following setting for the attractive force:
wa =
Dth
Rc
∗ (number of robots)−α (3.2)
Where Dth is the distance that should be kept between each two robots at the
final deployment which is Dth = M∗Rs and M < 2, Rc is the communication range
of each robot which is Rc = K∗Rs, andK > 2, α is an arbitrary but predetermined
tuning parameter, e.g., α can take the value 2 (in the presented experiments α
=3/2), and the number of robots represents a number of mobile robots. Increasing
the value of α increases the repulsive force and decreases the attractive force.
Decreasing the value of α decreases the repulsive force and increases the attractive
force.
Figure 3.8: The attractive force for preferential points (point 26 and 27)
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For a preferential point, the location that should attract more robots, the
setting of W ia should be higher relative to other robots setting of wa , and propor-
tional to the preferential need to be given to that point. In Figure. 3.8, we see
that points 26 and 27 have different preferential, and the preferential of point 26
is higher than point 27. As a result, the point 26 was able to attract more robots
to its vicinity. The more attractive force is given to a point by multiplying its wa
by a factor relative to the attraction of the others. For example, in Figure. 3.8,
point 26 and 27 require a demand of 10 and 5 robots respectively. So, point 26
has wa multiplied by 10, however, point 27 has wa multiplied by 5.
3.2.2 Repulsive Force wr
Having discussed the attractive force key role in virtual force approach, however
this approach still depends on another factor which is the repulsive force (wr).
The repulsive force is triggered when the robots are close to each other by less
than the distance threshold. The setting of this parameter has great influence on
the stability of the virtual force approach.
If this parameter is set to a high value, it will have a different impact if the
number of robots is high or low. If the number of robots is low and wr is high
relative to their number, it will cause them to become out of range of each other
as shown in Figure. 3.9. This kind of behavior is solved partially by limiting the
step size that a robot can move at one time.
On the other hand, if the number of robots is high, and the repulsive force
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Figure 3.9: The effect of the repulsive force wr when the number of robots is low.
N=15, wr=500
Figure 3.10: The effect of the repulsive force wr when the number of robots is
high N=50, wr=3000
is high beyond a certain level (i.e ≥ 1000), it will cause the robots to move in
clusters as shown in Figure. 3.10 and Figure. 3.11. So controlling the value of wr
has the same impact of wa . As a result, we propose that wr is to be proportional
to the number of robots based on the following equation:
wr = (number of robots)
α (3.3)
As the number of robots increases, the repulsive force should increase to let
the robots to spread throughout the area and maximize the coverage.
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Figure 3.11: The effect of the repulsive force wr when the number of robots is
high N=50, wr=1500
Figure 3.12: The effect of step size being not controlled
In all the above settings, the step size should be limited, otherwise the robots
will not stabilize at all. For example, if the robots are very close to each other,
the repulsive force will be high and could cause them to move higher distance
that would result in robots getting out of range of each other. On other cases,
it could trigger high attractive force, then high repulsive force, then again high
attractive force and so on, so the network will not stabilize at all. This effect
is shown in Figure. 5, where the number of robots is 20. The step size could
be any value less than the Rs, however, if its value is too small, it will delay the
convergence and trigger a high number of communication messages. Limiting step
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Figure 3.13: The effect of controlling the step size
size produces the required uniform distribution of the robots as well as reasonable
way of movements.
3.2.3 Energy Aware Virtual Force (EAVF)
In order to consider the level of energy that each robot has, we include the re-
maining energy in virtual force calculation.
So Virtual force computation will be according to the following equation:
Fij =

wa(dij − dth) ∗ Efactor, θij if x > dth
0 if dij = dth
wr
dij
∗ Efactor, pi + θij if x < dth
(3.4)
Efactor = 1 +
E(i)− E(j)
max(E(i), E(j))
(3.5)
So the energy of each pair of robots is considered such that if the robots are
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with the same energy level, then the original VF will work, otherwise the one with
the higher energy will be under higher VF from those with lower energy and vice
versa. Additionally, since we consider that there is a limit on the step size that
a robot can move, this limit will be related to the level of energy of the current
robot and its neighbor as a summation of the difference between robots energy
and its neighbors energy as follows:
Ne =
N∑
k=1
E(i)− E(k)
N
(3.6)
1. If E(i) ≤ 10% of the maximum energy, the robot moves a very small step
and keep participating in virtual force messages.
2. If Ne ≤ −10%of the maxe, then the step size is decreased by a certain level.
3. If Ne ≥ 10% of the maxe, then the step size is increased by a certain level.
Otherwise the step level stays as the default.
3.3 Results and Discussion
We have tested the above formulas of wa and wr on different scenarios with differ-
ent requirements. Moreover, we have tested virtual force approach with different
settings of wa to study its relationship with different number of robots. As we
can see from the results in Figure. 3.14 and Figure. 3.15, for different number
of robots, there is a safe region where the value of wa provides the highest per-
formance in term of coverage maximization. If we would like to give some robots
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Figure 3.14: Coverage level, with number of nodes=50, Dth=20, and area size=
150*150m
Figure 3.15: Coverage level, with number of nodes=20, Dth=20, and area size=
150m*150m
preferential over the others, the other robots should have the same wa value while
the wa of the preferred robots should be set higher relative to how much preference
we would like to put. The proposed formula for wr is also tested under different
variations and different scenarios. We see in Figure. 3.14 and Figure. 3.15 that
when a small number of robots are used, we have a limit on how much the attrac-
tive force could be set. On the other hand, increasing the number of robots imply
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increasing the repulsive force but to a certain level, after that the performance of
the network in term of coverage deteriorates. The proposed formulas for wa and
wr fall on the safe region for any number of robots, which provides an insight of
how the proposed formulas can adapt to different kind of scenarios.
To show the effect of considering energy, we have conducted some experiments
using the original virtual force and the energy aware virtual force. We found out
that the proposed approach is able to balance the energy consumption among the
robots with high remaining energy and those with low level of remaining energy
as in Figure. 3.16. In the basic virtual force, all the robots, regardless of their
remaining energy, almost has traveled the same distance, while with energy aware
version, the robots with low energy level (EAVF-low) have traveled less distance
compared to those with high energy level (EAVF-high).
Figure 3.16: The distance traveld by robots with low and high level of energy
using VF and EAVF
Additionally, we see that applying the energy-aware version does not affect
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much the coverage level achieved of robots deployment. In both approaches,
the basic and the energy-aware one, almost the same level of coverage has been
achieved as in Figure. 3.17.
Figure 3.17: A) The coverage level achieved using the energy-aware version and
the original version. B) The root mean square of the difference between the
coverage level of the two approaches.
We have also studied the sensitivity of choosing the neighboring energy thresh-
old (Ne) to see its effect. We tested values range from 0.03 to 1. For each value
the number of robots is from 6 to 30, half of them with low energy and the second
half with high energy. Then we measure the sensitivity by computing the root
mean square (RMS) of the difference between the average traveled distance by
low energy robots and high energy robots. Figure. 3.18 shows that increasing the
level of the threshold gives a good balance in the distance traveled by robots with
low and high energy which is expressed as RMS until it reaches around point 0.3
where the RMS starts to decline. That gives us an insight of how we can choose
the threshold value to attain the best result.
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Figure 3.18: The sensitivity of choosing Ne threshold
3.4 Virtual Force Testbed Using EV3 Robots
In order to test the proposed setting of wa and wr , we have carried out a few
experiments using a testbed consisting of six Lego Mindstorm EV3 robot. The
Education EV3 Core Set (45544) consists of EV3 programmable brick, two Large
Motors, one Medium Motor, two Touch Sensors, one Color Sensor, one Gyroscopic
Sensor, one Ultrasonic Sensor, cables, USB cable, one Rechargeable battery and
many technical elements. We installed tiny Linux distribution (leJOS) on a mi-
croSD in order to implement our algorithm in each robot and be able to program it
using java. The experiments have been conducted on two scenarios: one scenario
where the robots are close to each other and the repulsive force is expected to work
in this case, and the second scenario where the robots are far from each other and
the attractive force is supposed to be triggered for such scenario. Figure. 3.19
shows snapshots for the first scenario while Figure. 3.20 shows snapshots for the
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second scenario. Using the proposed setting of wa and wr , the robots were able
to achieve the required deployment in both Figure. 3.19 and 3.20.
Figure 3.19: Attractive force test using 4 EV3 robots. A) The initial position of
the robots. B) Robots after moving one step. C) Robots after moving another
step. D) Final deployment.
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Figure 3.20: Repulsive force test using 6 EV3 robots. A) The initial position of
the robots. B) Robots after moving one step. C) Robots after moving another
step. D) Final deployment.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have investigated how to set virtual force parameters in order to
accommodate different scenarios. We propose two calibrates one for the attractive
force and one for the repulsive force which factor system parameters such as
the number of robots while computing attractive/repulsive forces. The proposed
settings have been tested using simulation and in practice using Lego EV3. The
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results show that the proposed settings reach the ultimate coverage level, adapt to
the number of nodes, the area size and the preferential points demand. Moreover,
we have presented an energy-aware version of virtual force that is able to balance
the remaining energy among robots and at the same time achieve the required
deployment.
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CHAPTER 4
A COOPERATIVE VIRTUAL
FORCE FOR ROBOT
DEPLOYMENT
4.1 Introduction
Employing a networked set of robots is an effective way to serve applications in
areas where human intervention is impossible or possess risks. In rescue opera-
tions, for example, robots can be used to help in discovering bodies under rubbles
or even assist the injured. Collaboration among robots will be essential in these
applications in order to efficiently achieve the allotted goals in a timely manner.
Realizing such collaborative operation without a central coordination is a key
challenge. Some works have proposed methods for the distribution of robots, but
these have tended to suffer from limitations such as evenly spreading the robots re-
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gardless of demand, requiring an a priori known distribution of the demand over
an area, or requiring centralized coordination of the robots. This work tackles
these challenges in scenarios where landmarks are present in the deployment area.
The robot deployment problem is modeled as an optimized node coverage based
on the individual landmarks. We formulate such dynamic coverage problem using
Potential Fields where landmarks and mobile robots exert virtual forces based on
the landmarks’ demand and the mutual distance between them. In this chapter,
we present a Cooperative Virtual Force Robot Deployment (COVER) technique.
As mentioned earlier, virtual force (VF) technique appears as one of the prominent
approaches to perform multi-robot deployment autonomously. However, most of
the existing VF based approaches lack purposeful deployment. Our approach
modifies the original VF approach to overcome this problem and considers the
mission requirements such as the number of required robots in each locality (e.g.,
landmarks are distributed and each needs a specific number of robots in its vicin-
ity). In addition, COVER expedites the deployment process by establishing a
cooperative relation between robots and neighboring landmarks. We then found
out that COVER suffers from limitations in some scenarios such as deadlock or
increase in the total distance moved by each robot. So, in order to overcome such
limitations, we also propose a modification of COVER called Two-hop COVER
to address the aforementioned problems. It improves the performance of COVER
by utilizing two-hop communication to speed-up the process of satisfying land-
marks’ demand. Lastly, Two-hop COVER may fail in some scenarios to reach
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100% demand satisfaction so we propose a Trace Fingerprint method that should
guarantee 100% demand satisfaction when Two-hop COVER fails to do so.
4.2 Problem Statement and System-level As-
sumptions
We consider an area of interest A that has a set of landmarks (N). The landmarks
are used to guide the robots deployment process. A set of the landmarks N ′ is
equipped with special capabilities, e.g., sensing and computational resources, to
enable them to assess the situation in their vicinity and request the presence of
a number of robots (d) to perform certain tasks. A set of robots R is initially
randomly deployed in (A). The goal is to develop a distributed mechanism for
the robots self-deployment such that the requirements of each landmark are met.
The following enumerates the key system model assumptions:
1. Each landmarks node knows its location.
2. Robots are homogeneous, i.e., have the same speed, service capabilities,
energy supply, etc.
3. Each landmark can request a number of robots depending on the need of
services in its area.
4. Landmarks can communicate with each other and exchange information.
5. Each robot knows its initial position.
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6. The positions of landmarks and their demand are unknown to the robots.
4.2.1 System Model
Denote R to be a set of robots initially dropped at any point in the area of
interest. N is the total number of robots and let i denote each specific robot,
where i = 1, ..., N . Each robot has a communication range Rc, within its range
it can communicate with other robots and landmarks. Denote L to be a set of
landmarks distributed randomly in the area of interest. The number of landmarks
is M and lets j denotes each landmark where j = 1, ...,M . Each landmark has a
demand d(j) ≥ 0, the demand is represented by a number of robots that should be
around a given landmark. Any robot can be in one of two states: free or associated.
Free robots are those which are not associated with any landmark yet. Denote
Rf to be the set of free robots, initially Rf = R. Associated robots are those
that successfully got associated to a landmark (Ri, Lm). Denote Ra to be the set
of associated robots. The aim is to make the number of associated robots |Ra|
equal to the total demand of the landmarks (i.e |Ra| =
∑{d(j)}). Let’s denote the
landmark that a robot associated with by LRi . Each robot Ri has a set of neighbor
robots Nr(Ri) = {Rn : |Rxi,yi − Rxn,yn| < Rc, n 6= i, n = 1, ..., N} and neighbor
landmarks Nl(Ri) = {Lm : |Rxi,yi − Lxm,ym| < Rc,m = 1, ...,M, )}. The neighbor
robots of robot Ri can be either free Nr(Ri) ∈ Rf or associated Nr(Ri) ∈ Ra.
And the neighbor landmarks can be either satisfied (i.e. d(NLj(Ri)) = 0) or not
satisfied (i.e. d(NLj(Ri)) > 0).
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4.3 COVER: a COoperative Virtual FoRcE De-
ployment
4.3.1 Procedure
R Robots will be initially dropped at any point in the area of interest. Robots will
utilize virtual force among themselves to spread over the area and to improve the
chances of locating landmarks that are having demand. Each robot computes the
composite virtual force and moves accordingly. In each move, each robot stops
for a while to collect messages from other robots and landmarks to decide its next
step. Any robot may receive two kinds of messages.
1. Messages from other robots RfRep ⊆ Rf that are not yet associated with
any landmarks. These messages are treated normally as in the basic virtual
force (i.e. the robots will utilize them to compute either attractive force or
repulsive force depending on the distance to the source robot as in equation
4.2).
2. Messages from landmarks Lreplies ⊆ L and/or other robots RaRep ⊆ Ra that
are already associated with a landmark. These messages are explicitly stat-
ing the kind of force that should be utilized by the receiver of the message.
For each robot Ri ∈ RaRep, if d(LRi) > 0 or d(Lj ∈ Nl(Ri)) > 0, then
the robot Ri will exert an attractive force. The attractive force is toward
its landmark (LRi) or one of the neighboring landmarks (the one with the
highest demand). Otherwise, it will exert a repulsive force to increase the
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chance that a robot will move in a direction where it can find landmarks
with demand. For each landmark Lj ∈ Lreplies, if the demand d(Lj) > 0, the
messages will contain a demand request. Otherwise, if d(Lj ∈ Nl(Lj)) > 0,
then the landmark Lj will exert an attractive force toward one of the neigh-
boring landmarks (the one with the highest demand). Otherwise, it will
exert a repulsive force.
The landmarks announce their demands in terms of a specific number of robots.
Robot Ri that hears the demand message will add that landmark to a list (demand
list) dl = {(Lk, d(k))|k = 1, ..., Nl, whereNl = |Nl(Ri)|} in order to respond to the
nearest one based on the Euclidean distance. In order to avoid more than needed
robots move toward one landmark, an association process is proposed as shown in
Figure 4.1. Each robot first sends an association message to the nearest landmark
Lk ∈ dl. Then, if d(Lk) > 0, it will reply with a confirmation message. Otherwise,
it will send a rejection message. If the robot receives a confirmation message, it
will move toward that landmark to a position determined by the landmark itself.
If the robot receives a rejection message, it will contact the next landmark in its dl
if it has already heard from multiple landmarks. If the robot failed to associate to
any landmark, it will proceed by computing the composite virtual force as shown
below and move accordingly.
The virtual force calculation will be modified to consider the aforementioned
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Figure 4.1: Timeline diagram to show the association process, R denotes a robot
and L denotes a landmark
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cooperation. The total force will be as in equation 4.1.
Fi =
K∑
j=1,j 6=i
Fij +
M1∑
a=1,a6=i
Fia +
M2∑
r=1,r 6=i
Fir (4.1)
j ∈ NRf (Ri)), and M1 is the robots ∈ NRa(Ri) and d(Nl(Ra)) > 0 and the
landmarks ∈ NLs(Ri) and d(Nl(Ls)) > 0 where Ls is the set of satisfied landmarks,
however, M2 is the robots ∈ NRa(Ri) and d(Nl(Ra)) = 0 and the landmarks
∈ NLs(Ri) and d(Nl(Ls)) = 0.
In computing the composite virtual force, we differentiate between three cases.
The first case when the neighboring robots are not associated with any landmark,
then, the calculation goes as the basic virtual force [1] based on 4.2.
Fij =

wa(dij − dth), θij if x > dth
0 if dij = dth
wr
dij
, pi + θij if x < dth
(4.2)
where
wa =
dth
Cth
∗ (number of robot)−α (4.3)
and
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wr = (number of robot)
α (4.4)
The second case is when the received messages come from associated robots
or from landmarks where the demand in their proximity is greater than zero, the
calculation is as follows.
Fia = wa ∗ dia (4.5)
where
wa = d(j) ∗ (number of robot)−α (4.6)
α is an arbitrary but predetermined tuning parameter, e.g., α can take the
value 2 (in the presented experiments α =3/2), and the number of robots repre-
sents a number of mobile robots. Increasing the value of α increases the repulsive
force and decreases the attractive force. Decreasing the value of α decreases the
repulsive force and increases the attractive force.
The third case is when the received messages come from associated robots or
from landmarks where the demand in their proximity is zero, the calculation goes
as follows.
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Fir =
wr
diR
∗ α (4.7)
The flow of the cooperative virtual force calculation is shown in Figure. 4.2.
We see that each received message will pass through the filter presented in the
flowchart. First, if the message is a normal message, then based on the Euclidean
distance the force will be computed. Otherwise the message is either attractive
or repulsive and will be treated according to its type.
The procedure of the COVER approach is presented in algorithm 1, and 2.
The details of robots operation are in algorithm 1 and for the landmarks the
details are in algorithm 2.
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Figure 4.2: Virtual force calculation according to COVER approach
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Algorithm 1 The algorithm for the operation of the robot according to COVER
1: switch Robot status do
2: case unassociated
3: Ri sends a neighbors position inquiry message
4: Ri receive position reply messages from robots (Rk ∈ Nr(Ri)) and
landmarks Lk ∈ Nl(Ri):
5: for all replies of Lk ∈ Nl(Ri) do
6: if d(Lk) > 0 then
7: Add Lk to the potential demanding landmarks list dl.
8: end if
9: end for
10: function ATTEMPASSOCIATION(dl)
11: Repeat
12: Choose the nearest landmark in dl and associate to.
13: if succeed then
14: Mark this robot as associated
15: Change Robot status to associated
16: else
17: Remove this landmark Lk from the list dl
18: end if
19: Until dl is empty
20: end function
21: if unassociated then
22: Compute the composite virtual force (VF) according to equation
4.1
23: Compute the new position and relocate to it
24: end if
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25: case associated
26: if Ri receives position request message then
27: if d(LRi) > 0 then
28: Apply wa ∝ d(LRi)
29: else if d(Nl(Ri)) > 0 then
30: Pick the one with the highest demand
31: Reply with its position and demand
32: else
33: work as a repulsive force
34: end if
35: end if
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Algorithm 2 The algorithm for the operation of the landmark according to
COVER
1: for all landmarks L do
2: if Lj receives a position request message from a robot then
3: if d(Lj) > 0 then
4: Reply with its position and demand.
5: else if d(Lj) == 0 & d(Nl(Lj)) > 0 then
6: Pick Lk ∈ Nl(Lj) that has the highest demand.
7: Reply with its position and demand.
8: else
9: work as a repulsive force
10: end if
11: else if receive association message then
12: if d(Lj) > 0 then
13: Reply with an accept message, and a position to come to it.
14: else
15: Reply with a reject message.
16: end if
17: end if
18: end for
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(a) The initial positions of the robots
and the demand of the landmarks.
(b) The final positions of the robots
and the remaining demand of the land-
marks.
Figure 4.3: An example of the cooperative landmarks and robots using virtual
force. The number below the red circle is the demand of that landmark. Black
circles are landmark with demand zero.
4.3.2 Detailed Example
In the scenario presented in Figure. 4.3, we have 10 landmarks numbered (16 to
25) with demand vector [2, 3, 3, 0, 1, 3, 2, 1, 0, 0], respectively. We placed 15
robots in the center of the area. They will use virtual force among them in order
to spread throughout the area and search for landmarks. Once a robot receives a
message from a landmark, it starts responding to it. If it receives from multiple
landmarks it will respond to them, one by one based on predefined criteria; here,
we consider the distance between robot and landmark as the decisive factor to join
a certain landmark. In this scenario, all the landmarks will get their demands.
The cooperative approach helped landmark 18 to get its need through robot 9,
11 and landmark 17. First, robot 14 gets closer to robot 9; robot 9 knows that
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the landmark 18 has a demand and its landmark (landmark17) is satisfied with
its demand, so it will attract robot 14 toward the landmark 18. The same with
landmark 17 and robot 11 for attracting robot 7 and 13 toward landmark 18.
4.3.3 Simulation Setup
Parameters Value
Simulation tool Matlab
Number of robots (randomly distributed) 15, 20, 25, 30, 35
Number of landmarks (randomly distributed) 10
Total landmarks demand (randomly distributed) 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35
Waiting time 3 sec
Robots transmission range 50 m
Landmarks transmission range 50 m
Area size 150m x 150m
Stopping criterion Total force 0
Table 4.1: Simulation Parameters for COVER Approach
In order to evaluate the proposed cooperative virtual force, we have conducted
extensive simulation experiments examining the effectiveness on different setups.
The simulation is implemented using Matlab using the parameters in table 4.1.
The performance metrics used in this study are:
1. Demand satisfaction: this metric measures the percentage of demand that
is satisfied by the end of the implementation of the algorithm. Thic metric
shows how effective is the proposed solution in term of how much percentage
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of the demand is satisfied.
2. The total traveled distance: this metric is used to measure the total distance
traveled by the robots in order to achieve the level of demand satisfaction.
3. The total time needed to achieve the demand satisfaction reached by each
approach. It is the time until the last associated robot reaches the position
determined by its landmark. We aim to reduce the time needed to achieve
the maximum demand deployment especially for time critical applications.
4. Total messages: this metric counts the number of messages that are ex-
changed in the implementation of COVER algorithm. The messages are
mainly due to virtual force messages and the proposed cooperation mes-
sages.
All the above metrics can be used to implicitly measure the energy consumption
because the total distance and messages are the main sources of energy consump-
tion.
We have compared COVER with three other approaches namely, Hungarian
algorithm [22] (centralized approach), basic virtual force (Basic VF) approach [1],
and full virtual force (Full VF) [39] [24]. We describe briefly each approach as
follows:
1. Hungarian algorithm (Centralized approach): our problem is that we have
a set of resources R (robots), and a set of demand D of landmarks. The
Hungarian method solves this problem by assigning the best robots to each
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landmark based on the distance between robots and landmarks, its com-
plexity is O(n3).
2. Basic VF: in this approach, the robots will use the original virtual force to
deploy themselves in the area of interest. Once any of the robots hear a
demand message from a landmark, it will start the association process. If it
succeeds, it will move toward that landmark, if not it will continue moving
using virtual force. It is basically designed for uniform deployment not for
a purposeful deployment.
3. Full VF: in this approach, the robots will implement the virtual force until
they reach the equilibrium state. If a robot receives any demand message
from landmarks, it will include the landmarks demand in virtual force cal-
culations. So, in order to compute the virtual force by each robot, the
demand messages from landmarks are considered and will be calculated as
in equation 4.6. Only the landmarks that are having demand can exert the
attractive force, otherwise zero force is exerted. The force is set relatively
to the demand needed by the landmark; the higher the demand, the higher
the attractive force. After finishing the deployment, the robots will start
listening for the demand messages and applying the association algorithm,
described above, to get associated with one of the neighboring landmarks.
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4.3.4 Result and Analysis
The performance evaluation of COVER solution is considered under different sce-
narios. In the first scenario, the total demand is set to be equal to the number of
available robots. The total demand is distributed randomly between landmarks,
so we may have landmarks with the demand of zero and others with the demand
greater than or equal one. The initial positions of the robots are set randomly
in a compact zone in the middle of the area. Each experiment is repeated until
we reach 95% confidence level with all the parameters are randomly generated.
The same simulation setup is implemented for the other approaches considered
for comparison.
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Figure 4.4: The percentage of demand satisfaction, the number of robot= the
total demand, area size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
Figure 4.4 shows the percentage of demand satisfaction achieved using our
proposed approach. For instance, we can observe that when the demand changes
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from 15 to 35, COVER achieves 95% demand satisfaction. The centralized ap-
proach achieves 100% demand satisfaction because in the centralized approach
the number of landmarks, their demand, and their positions should be known
beforehand in contrary to our proposed solution where all these factors are not
known. So, in COVER algorithm, there are two tasks; the first is to search for
landmarks that have demands, and the second is to satisfy the demand so the
load on the robots is doubled. Furthermore, COVER algorithm outperforms all
other heuristics. This is due to the cooperative behavior implemented amongst
landmarks and robots. We can also see that Full VF achieves a high level of
demand satisfaction because this approach has some sort of cooperation between
landmarks and robots but it is less than COVER approach. Moreover, it takes
longer time to satisfy the demand and longer distance as well as we can see in
Figure. 4.5 and 4.6.
Robots Centralized COVER % Basic % Full %
15 641.80 780.00 22% 785.60 22% 1157.20 80%
20 841.90 1001.20 19% 1053.90 25% 1695.10 101%
25 1107.20 1347.40 22% 1471.30 33% 2349.70 112%
30 1333.70 1658.20 24% 1837.80 38% 3148.90 136%
35 1493.60 1927.20 29% 2280.10 53% 4049.50 171%
Table 4.2: The total distance in meter for each approach for each number of
robots. The percentage shows the added total distance compared to the central-
ized approach
We also measure the total distance traveled by the robots to achieve the level
demand satisfaction attained by each approach. We can see in Figure. 4.5 that
robot in COVER approach travels 20-30% more distance compared to the central-
ized approach. It is also shown that the total distance in the basic virtual force is
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Figure 4.5: The total traveled distance to achieve the level of demand satisfaction
in figure 4.4, the number of robots=the total demand, area size=150m x 150m,
communication range=50m
the same as that of the COVER approach for small number of robots and higher
when the number of robots exceeds 20 as in Table 4.2 although COVER approach
was able to achieve a higher level of demand satisfaction as in Figure. 4.4. The
higher the level of demand satisfaction, the more movements of robots will be
caused which is the case for COVER. This is due to the guidance incorporated by
the COVER approach. In addition, we can notice that COVER is by far better
than the Full VF in term of the distance traveled. The Full VF travel around
100% more distance compared to COVER approach and around 150% compared
to the centralized as in Table 4.2.
Deployment duration is an essential factor to assess any algorithm. Therefore,
we have recorded the total time needed for robots in order to achieve the attained
level of demand satisfaction by each approach. The total time is shown in Figure.
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Figure 4.6: The total time needed to achieve the level of demand satisfaction
in figure 4.4, the number of robots=the total demand, area size=150m x 150m,
communication range=50m
Robots Centralized COVER % Basic % Full %
15 77.20 134.80 75% 106.20 38% 167.80 117%
20 76.20 133.10 75% 99.30 30% 173.40 128%
25 84.30 155.10 84% 115.90 37% 177.70 111%
30 84.00 152.10 81% 125.00 49% 187.20 123%
35 80.20 160.10 100% 142.80 78% 186.10 132%
Table 4.3: The total time in seconds for each approach for each number of robots.
The percentage shows the added total time compared to the centralized approach
4.6. We observe that COVER takes around 10-20% more time compared to the
Basic VF, this is due to the high level of demand satisfaction achieved by COVER.
The higher the achieved level of demand satisfaction, the more time will be used
by robots to relocate to a position determined by the landmarks. We report the
total time needed by each approach to reach the level of demand satisfaction
achieved in Figure. 4.4. Since COVER achieves a high level, it takes longer time.
This includes the time until the robot reaches the position determined by each
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landmark as shown in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.7: The total number of messages used in each approach, the number of
robots= the total demand, area size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
Another important factor is the total number of messages exchanged during
the implementation of each approach. We can observe in Figure 4.7 and Figure
4.11 that the number of messages used in COVER is higher than the basic virtual
force, which happens for two reasons. First, COVER technique relies on the coop-
eration between robots and landmarks, which necessitates more messages. Second,
COVER technique achieves higher demand satisfaction which means more mes-
sages to be used for the association purpose. Compared with Full VF, COVER
needs less number of messages which demonstrates the effectiveness of the em-
ployed cooperative approach in achieving the highest demand satisfaction with
minimum messages overhead.
In the second scenario we would like to see the effect of changing the demand
while the number of robots is constant. We put the number of robots 25, while
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the demand of the landmarks varies from 10 to 30. The other settings are the
same as the first scenario. We see that the increase in the demand for the same
number of robots in COVER technique yields a high percentage of demand sat-
isfaction compared to the other approaches and its performance is very close to
the centralized approach when the demand is less than 20. Although when the
demand is 10, all the approaches yield the same performance in term of the de-
mand satisfaction as in Figure. 4.8, they perform differently when it comes to
the number of exchanged messages and the total travelled distance as shown in
Figure. 4.9 and Figure. 4.10. In Figure. 4.9, the traveled distance to achieve the
level of demand satisfaction for the COVER technique is less than the basic vir-
tual force by around 15-25%. This is again because COVER technique is designed
to enhance the demand satisfaction. For the time needed to reach the achieved
demand, we see that COVER takes longer time by around 20% to reach a higher
level of demand satisfaction when the demand is greater than 20 because COVER
achieved a higher level of demand satisfaction compared to Basic VF as shown in
Figure. 4.10.
We have also studied the effect of using different transmission ranges. As we
have seen, all the above scenarios were with a transmission range of 50 meters.
So, we will show the effect of increasing the transmission ranges from 50 meter
to 90 meter. First, in Figure. 4.12 we see that increasing the transmission range
helps in improving the demand satisfaction until it almost reaches 100% demand
satisfaction when the transmission range is 90. The higher the transmission range,
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Figure 4.8: The percentage of demand satisfaction, the number of robot= 25, area
size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.9: The total travel distance, the number of robots=25, area size=150m
x 150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.10: The total time, the number of robots=25, area size=150m x 150m,
communication range=50m
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Figure 4.11: The total messages, the number of robots=25, area size=150m x
150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.12: The percentage of demand satisfaction for COVER algorithm, the
number of robots=the total demand, area size = 200m x 200m and different
transmission range
the easier it becomes for a robot to locate a landmark and associate to it. Also,
the cooperation scale will increase and each associated robot or satisfied landmark
will be able to help other unsatisfied landmarks in their new higher transmission
range.
Moreover, the distance per associated robot will decrease with the increase in
the transmission range. But, since we have a high number of associated robots,
it means that each associated robot will move an additional distance to relocate
to a position determined by its landmark so the total distance remains the same
when we increase the transmission range as we see in Figure. 4.13.
For the total time needed to achieve the required deployment, the increase in
the transmission range to 90m reduces the total time by around 20% compared
to 50m as in Figure. 4.14 although a higher level of demand satisfaction acheived
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Figure 4.13: The total distance traveled by all robots to reach the achieved level
of demand satisfaction for COVER algorithm, the number of robots=the total
demand, area size = 200m x 200m and different transmission range
for 90m communication range means that additional time will be needed by some
robots to relocate to a position determined by their landmarks.
Moreover, the increase in the transmission range will help the robots to get
associated so quickly to landmarks and consequently reduces the total messages
by around 10% as well as in Figure. 4.15.
4.3.5 Algorithm Analysis
As we have seen above, COVER algorithm was successfully able to reach a high
level of demand satisfaction. In this section we will analyze its performance and
see how effective it is.
Here we will analyze each of the following to find out how approximately each
metric can be calculated.
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Figure 4.14: The total time needed to reach the achieved level of demand satis-
faction for COVER algorithm, the number of robots=the total demand, area size
= 200m x 200m and different transmission range
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Figure 4.15: The total messages exchanged till the end of implementing the
COVER, the number of robots=the total demand area size = 200m x 200m and
different transmission range
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1. Total messages: the total number of messages each robot will utilize during
COVER implementation will be as follow.
(a) The broadcast message at the beginning of each time slot until the
robot gets associated.
(b) The replies from neighbor robots and landmarks.
(c) The cooperation messages sent and received by the neighboring satis-
fied landmarks and associated robots.
(d) The association messages.
Lemma 4.1 The total number of messages a free robot will utilize until it
gets associated is:
Mtotal(Ri) =
T∑
t=1
Mb +Mr(t) +Mc(t) +Ma(t) (4.8)
where T is the number of slots before the robot gets associated. Mb is the
number of broadcast messages, Mr is the reply messages, Mc is the cooper-
ation messages, and Ma is the association messages.
Proof.
In each time slot t, the total number of broadcast messages will be
Mb(t) = |Rf | (4.9)
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Then for each broadcast message, the replies will be from all robots and
landmarks in the range of the sender.
Mr = |Nr(RMb)|+ |Nl(RMb)| (4.10)
So, the total reply messages in a given slot is
Mr(t) =
k∑
j=1
|Nr(Rj)|+ |Nl(Rj)| (4.11)
where k is the number of free robots at time slot t.
When an associated robot ∈ Ra or a satisfied landmark ∈ Ls receives a
broadcast position request message, it will inquire its neighbor landmarks
to see if they have demand. So the total messages to cooperate with Rj will
be as follow. The total coopative broadcast messages:
Mcb(t) = |NRa(Rj)|+ |NLs(Rj)| (4.12)
and the total replies for the cooperation broadcast messages will be
Mcr(t) = |Nl(Ra)|+ |Nl(Ls)| (4.13)
where Ra ∈ NRa(Rj) and Ls ∈ NLs(Rj)
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So, the total cooperation messages in each time slot will be
Mc(t) = Mb(t) ∗Mcb(t) ∗Mcr(t) (4.14)
If a robot gets in range of some landmarks that are having demand not
satisfied, it will contact them until it gets associated to one of them. If the
number of neighbor landmarks Nl(Ri) is n1, then the robot may need to
contact 1 to n1 landmarks until it gets associated. So, in the slots before
the robot gets associated, it will contact all n1 landmarks, so the total
association messages is
Ma(t) = n1 (4.15)
2. The total time:
Lemma 4.2 The total time needed for a robot to get associated is:
Total time =
T∑
t=1
(tr(t) + ta(t) + tv(t)) + tlandmark relocation (4.16)
Proof. In each time slot, each robot will send a position request message
and wait for replies tr. If the robot receives demand messages from land-
marks, it will contact them to get associated with one of them, this time
is called ta. If the robot succeeded to associate with one of the landmarks,
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it will relocate to a position determined by that landmark which is referred
to as tlandmark relocation. If it failed to associate, it will compute the distance
it should move according to COVER. This distance is less than maxstep size
and will take tv.
3. The total distance:
Lemma 4.3 The total distance traveled by a robot to get associated is:
Total distance =
T∑
t=1
(dV F (t)) + dlandmark relocation (4.17)
Proof. Each robot movements will be either due to virtual force cal-
culations dV F or the distance to relocate to a position determined by its
landmark. The dV F will be ∈ [0,maxstep size]. The distance needed to get
to a position determined by the associated landmark is dlandmark relocation.
4.4 Twp-hop COVER
4.4.1 Introduction
As we have noticed in the previous section, COVER was unable to fulfill com-
pletely the demand of all landmarks. Also, the total time and traveled distance
are a little bit high. So, in this section, we will introduce an improved version of
COVER called Two-hop COVER with the aim to increase the level of demand
satisfaction and reduce the total time and traveled distance. The first amendment
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Figure 4.16: An example of how COVER takes longer time and more messages to
satisfy landmark demand. The number inside the circle is the number of landmark
or robot. The number below the circle is the demand of the landmark. A)Initial
position of robotR1 and landmarks (2-5). B)R1 moves toward L5. C)R1 is getting
in range of L5. D) R1 associates with L5 and relocate to a position determined
by L5
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is to employ a two-hop communication between the robot Ri and landmark Lj.
In COVER approach, when a robot gets associated (i.e. Ri ∈ Ra) or when a land-
mark demand has been satisfied (i.e. d(Lj) = 0), it will collaborate with other
landmarks that are still having demand and not satisfied yet (i.e. d(Lj) > 0) by
applying an attractive force on free robots (∈ Rf ) toward the landmark with the
highest demand. This way has many problems: one of them is that the free robot
may need more than one iteration until it gets associated with the landmark that
it has been attracted toward it. For example, in Figure. 4.16 robot R1 is getting
attracted by landmark L3 toward L2 and by L4 toward L5. The attraction to-
ward L5 is higher so it will move toward it. After moving the maximum distance
allowed (i.e. 10 meters as in Figure. 4.16-B), R1 will broadcast a message again
to see if there is any change in the environment and to know its neighbors; still
the same attractive force will be applied on R1 toward L5, so it will continue in
the direction of L5 until it gets in the range of it to associate directly with it as
in Figure. 4.16-C. So, in this way we needed many messages at each stop and
additional time to collect the messages and process them.
Another problem with COVER is presented in 4.18-A where attractive forces
are applied on R1 from L3 toward L2 and from L4 toward L5. So, the robot
will move one step more as in Figure. 4.18-B, and then the force will be equal
from both directions of L2 and L5 and the net force will be approximately zero
so the robot will not move. In this case, there is no way that COVER can help
such robot to associate and at the same time, the robot has already moved some
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Figure 4.17: A second example of how COVER takes longer time and more mes-
sages to satisfy landmark’s demand. A) The initial positions of three robots (1,
2, 3) and landmarks (4-8). B) The three robots will move toward L7. C) R1 will
return toward L4 D) Each robot is associated with a landmark E) Initial positions
of the robots and according to Two-hop approach, all the robots will decide how
to move in this step. F) The final deployment according to the Two-hop approach
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Figure 4.18: An example of how COVER approach failed to make R1 associates
to a landmark and how the two-hop COVER solved the problem. A) The initial
position of R1. B) R1 can not decide where to move because the force on it is
equal from the direction of L2 and L5. C) The two-hop COVER helped R1 to
associate with L2 through L3 D) R1 is associated with L2 and relocated to a
position determined by L2.
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distance and sent many messages. So these problems are solved in the Two-hop
COVER by changing the role of the satisfied landmarks and associated robots by
employing the two-hop communications. They will make a list of the landmarks
with demand not satisfied and send it to the free robots near to them on behalf
of the landmarks. If the free robot is in the range of one of the landmarks, it will
associate with it directly, otherwise, it will send an association request through
the one which sent the list (i.e. either a satisfied landmark or an associated robot)
as in 4.18-C where R1 will associate with L2 though L3 and so R1 will not need to
send any broadcast messages after it gets associated. That way, we expect that
the distance traveled by a robot will be reduced because the robot can decide
if it will associate with any landmark without a need to move until it gets in
range with that landmark due to the utilization of the two-hop communication.
Moreover, the time required to achieve the maximum possible demand will be
reduced as well. The second amendment to improve COVER is that when a robot
gets associated to a landmark, it will not move immediately toward it, rather, it
will stay in its current position until it either finds out that none of its neighboring
landmarks has a demand or after multiple iterations (i.e. wait for a certain time).
The logic behind this is that initially the robots are close from each other and
when one of the robots gets associated, the possibility of being in help for its
landmark or other neighbor landmarks is high if this robot stays near to other
free robots.
Lemma 4.4 A robot may encounter a deadlock in COVER.
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Proof.
First, assume that a robot is in a situation where there are two attractive forces
from two landmarks. The forces are with the same magnitude but the directions
are different, one with angle 45 and one with angle 225. The two forces will cancel
each other and the robot will move in the direction of angle 180. Then the robot
reaches a place where there will be two attractive forces from two landmarks in
two opposite directions as follows:
(Landmark L1)
←−−−−
FR1L1←−−− (Robot R1)
−−−−→
FR1L2−−−→ (Landmark L2).
Since FR1L1 = wL1 ∗ dR1L1 and FR2L1 = wL2 ∗ dR1L2 . and wL1 =
demand(L1)∗(numberofrobots)−a and wL2 = demand(L2)∗(numberofrobots)−a.
If demand(L1) = demand(L2) then wL1 = wL2 . Also, if dR1L1 = dR1L2 then
FR1L1 = FR1L2 . So, if the forces from two opposite directions, they will cancel
each other
←−−−
FR1L1 +
−−−→
FR1L2 = 0 . That will result in a net force of zero and the
robot will not move anywhere.
4.4.2 Two-hop COVER Algorithm
The virtual force calculation will be modified to consider the cooperations intro-
duced by Two-hop COVER. The total force will be as in equation 4.18.
Fi =
K∑
j=1,j 6=i
Fij +
M∑
r=1,r 6=i
Fir (4.18)
j ∈ NRf (Ri)), r is a robot ∈ NRa(Ri) and d(Nl(Ra)) = 0 or a is a landmark
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∈ NLs(Ri) and d(Nl(Ls)) = 0.
In computing the composite virtual force, we differentiate between three cases.
The first case when the neighboring robots are not associated with any landmark,
then, the calculation goes as the basic virtual force [1] based on 4.19.
Fij =

wa(dij − dth), θij if x > dth
0 if dij = dth
wr
dij
, pi + θij if x < dth
(4.19)
where
wa =
dth
Cth
∗ (numberofrobot)−α (4.20)
and
wr = (numberofrobot)
α (4.21)
The second case is when the received messages come from associated robots or
from landmarks where the demand in their proximity is greater than zero, then
the force will be zero and the robot will utitluze two-hop communication to reach
out the landmark with demand through either an associated robot as a satisfied
landmark.
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Fia = 0 (4.22)
The third case is when the received messages come from associated robots or
from landmarks where the demand in their proximity is zero, the calculation goes
as follows.
Fir =
wr
diR
∗ β (4.23)
Two algorithms are presented, one for the operation of the robots (Algorithm
3) and one for the operation of the landmarks ( algorithm 4).
4.4.3 Simulation Setup
In order to evaluate the performance of Two-hop COVER, we have conducted
extensive simulations for different scenarios. Two main scenarios are presented:
one with area size 150m x 150m and the second with 200m x 200m. We have
increased the area size to allow for more cooperation to happen and be utilized
to see the performance of the two-hop COVER in term of the level of demand
satisfaction, time, and distance. In both scenarios, the number of landmarks is 10
and randomly distributed over the area. The number of robots ranges from 15 to
35 randomly distributed over the area. The demand is set to equal the number
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Algorithm 3 The algorithm for the operation of the robot in the Two-hop
COVER
1: switch Robot status do
2: case Ri unassociated
3: Ri sends neighbors position inquiry message
4: Ri receives position reply messages from robots (Rk ∈ Nr(Ri)) and
landmarks Lk ∈ Nl(Ri):
5: for all replies of landmarks Lk ∈ Nl(Ri) do
6: if the demand d(Lk) > 0 then
7: Add the demanding landmark Lk to the potential demanding
landmarks list dl.
8: else if d(Lk) == 0 & the demand of its neighbors d(La) ∈ Nl(Lk) >
0 then
9: add La to dl
10: else
11: add the landmark Lk to the repulsive force list Fr
12: end if
13: end for
14: for all replies of associated robots Rk ∈ Nr(Ri) do
15: if its landmark’s demand d(L(Ri)) > 0 || (d(L(Ri)) == 0 & the
demand of its neighbors d(La) ∈ Nl(Rk) > 0 then
16: add the demanding landmark/s to the potential landmarks list
dl.
17: else
18: add Rk to the repulsive force list Fr
19: end if
20: end for
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21: Call ATTEMPTASSOCIATION(dl)
22: if Failed to associate then
23: Compute the composite virtual force (VF) according to equation
4.1
24: Compute the new position and relocate to it
25: end if
26: case associated
27: if d(L(Ri)) == 0 & the demand of its neighbors d(La) ∈ Nl(Ri) == 0
|| current time− association time > threshold then
28: relocate to a position determined by its landmark
29: end if
30: if receive position-request message then
31: if its landmarks demand d(L(Ri)) > 0 then
32: reply with a demand request
33: else if my neighbors landmarks demand d(La) ∈ Nl(Ri) > 0 then
34: Reply with a list of the landmarks that have a demand d(La) >
0
35: end if
36: else if receive an association request then
37: Forward it to the required landmark
38: else if receive an association accept or reject from a landmark then
39: Forward it to the required robot
40: else
41: reply with a repulsive force
42: end if
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Algorithm 4 The algorithm for the operation of the landmark in the Two-hop
COVER
1: for all landmarks (Lj ∈ L) do
2: if Lj receives a position request message from a robot then
3: if d(Lj) > 0 then
4: Reply with its position and demand.
5: else if d(Lj) == 0 & d(Nl(Lj)) > 0 then
6: Reply with a list of the landmarks that have a demand > 0
7: else
8: work as a repulsive force
9: end if
10: else if receive associate message then
11: if d(Lj) > 0 then
12: Reply with an accept message, and a position to come to it.
13: else if the request to a neighbor landmark then
14: Forward it to the required landmark
15: end if
16: else if receive accept or reject message from a landmark to a robot then
17: Forward it to the required robot
18: end if
19: end for
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of robots. The simulation parameters are presented in 4.4. Each experiment is
repeated until we reach 90% confidence level with all the parameters are randomly
generated.
Parameters Value
Simulation tool Matlab
Number of robots (randomly distributed) 15, 20, 25, 30, 35
Number of landmarks (randomly distributed) 10
Total landmarks demand (randomly distributed) 15, 20, 25, 30, 35
Waiting time 3 sec
Robots transmission range 50 m
Landmarks transmission range 50 m
Area size 150m x 150m, 200m x 200m
Table 4.4: Simulation Parameters of Two-hop COVER
4.4.4 Results and Analysis
The evaluation of the proposed approach is based on four criteria as follows:
1. the percentage of demand satisfaction which measures how many robots
succeeded to associate with the landmarks compared to their total demands.
The main purpose of this approach is to satisfy as maximum demand as
possible with less time, distance, and messages.
2. The total distance traveled by all robots in order to satisfy landmarks’ de-
mand: this include the distance moved due to virtual force calculation plus
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the distance moved in order to relocate to a specific position determined by
a landmark.
3. The total time used to reach the achieved demand satisfaction. This is the
time from the start of Two-hop COVER implementation until the robot
reaches the position determined by its landmark
4. The total messages exchanged between robots-robots, landmarks - land-
marks and robots - landmarks.
Then we compare Two-hop COVER with the original version (COVER) and
with a centralized approach. The centralized approach assumes that all the details
are known beforehand such as the positions of the landmarks and their demands
as well as the position of all robots. These details are not available in our system
and that is the motivation behind developing these distributed algorithms.
The results of the first scenario (150m x 150m) are presented in Figure. 4.19,
4.20, 4.21, 4.22.
The percentage of demand satisfaction is presented in Figure. 4.19. We see
that the two-hop COVER is able to reach a around 97% level of demand satisfac-
tion compared to the level achieved by the centralized approach. This is due to
the utilization of the two-hop communication which allowed the robots to reach
to landmarks that are out of their ranges. In addition, since the associated robot
stays for a while in its position immediately after getting associated, this helped
in utilizing the two-hop communication to satisfy the demand of its landmark or
other neighboring landmarks. We see that the two-hop COVER approximately
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Figure 4.19: The percentage of demand satisfaction, area size = 150m x 150m,
the number of robots = the total demand, the communication range= 50 meters
achieves 100% demand satisfaction especially when the number of robots is high
compared to the area size and better than the original COVER.
For the total traveled distance, Two-hop COVER succeeded to maintain the
total distance traveled by all robots to be the same as COVER, although Two-
hop COVER achieved a higher level of demand satisfaction which causes the robot
to travel additional distances to relocate to its associated landmark. Instead of
making a robot moves some distances in order to discover a landmark and be able
to communicate with it, the robot utilized the two-hop communication to reach
out the out of range landmarks, but if it succeeds to associate with that landmark,
it will eventually travel some distance to get to a specific position determined by
its landmark. The total traveled distance is shown in Figure. 4.20.
Another factor is presented in Figure. 4.21 which is the total time needed to
reach the achieve level of demand satisfaction in Figure. 4.21 and relocate to the
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Figure 4.20: The total distance traveled by all robots to reach the achieved level
of demand satisfaction, area size = 150m x 150m, the number of robots = the
total demand, the communication range= 50 meters
position determined by the landmarks. Although we introduce a waiting time by
the associated robots if their landmark’s demand is still not satisfied, the two-
hop COVER is able to reduce the total time compared to the original COVER
by around 20-30% because Two-hop COVER uses two-hop communication which
reduces the main time used to search for a landmark. Also, the two-hop COVER
needed around 40% increase in the total time compared to the centralized ap-
proach. The percentage of improvements of Two-hop COVER over COVER is
shown in Table 4.5. We can see that Two-hop COVER reduces the total time by
around 16% when the number of robots is 15 and by 27% when the number of
robots is 35. This happens because increasing the number of robots will increase
the chances of using two-hop communication between robots and unsatisfied land-
marks. Also, we can see that Two-hop COVER takes around 50% increase in the
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Figure 4.21: The total time needed to reach the achieved level of demand satis-
faction, area size = 150m x 150m, the number of robots = the total demand, the
communication range= 50 meters
total time compared to the centralized approach.
Robots Centralized COVER Two-hop % of
Two-hop
VS.
Centralized
% of
Two-hop
VS.
COVER
15 77.20 134.80 113.50 +47% -16%
20 76.20 133.10 104.20 +37% -22%
25 84.30 155.10 116.90 +39% -25%
30 84.00 152.10 115.50 +38% -24%
35 80.20 160.10 116.30 +45% -27%
Table 4.5: The total time in seconds for each approach for each number of robots.
Then we show the percentage of improvements of the Two-hop COVER compared
to the centralized and to COVER
The total number of messages is the last factor to show in this study. Al-
though the two-hop COVER uses a two-hop association, it succeeded to reduce
the total messages exchanged by around 40-50% because the faster the robot gets
associated, the less number of messages will be used especially the virtual force
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Figure 4.22: The total messages exchanged till the end of implementing Two-hop
COVER, area size = 150m x 150m, the number of robots = the total demand,
the communication range= 50 meters
messages and the cooperation messages. The associated robots will not broadcast
any virtual force messages and consequently, no replies will be needed. This way
the total messages are reduced as in Figure. 4.22.
Increasing the area size will affect the performance of the original COVER as
well as the Two-hop COVER. However, the Two-hop COVER maintained a high
level of performance compare to the original COVER and close to the centralized
approach. When the area of interest is wide, this means that the mission of
locating unsatisfied landmark is more difficult. The two-hop communication will
be in help in such a scenario and will reduce the total time and distance to reach
the maximum possible demand.
We see in Figure. 4.23 that the level of demand satisfaction achieved by the
two-hop COVER is around 90% of the centralized approach. Since the area size is
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Figure 4.23: The percentage of demand satisfaction, area size = 200m x 200m,
the number of robots = the total demand, the communication range= 50 meters
high, some landmarks are far from the robots and even the two-hop communication
could not reach them, so that why it could not reach 100% demand satisfaction.
The total traveled distance increased by around 30% compared to the previous
scenario. The reason behind this is that the robot will not easily locate a landmark
with a demand. Still the total distance traveled by all robots is almost the same
to that of the original COVER although the demand satisfaction of the two-hop
COVER is higher which implies that some more robots will travel additional
distance to relocate to the positions determined by their landmarks. Moreover, in
Figure. 4.24 we can see that the total distance of the Two-hop COVER increases
by around 30% compared to that of the centralized approach.
Additionally, the total time is also increased for the Two-hop COVER by
around 15% compared to the previous scenario, but it is still less than the original
COVER and it reduced the time of COVER by around 30% as in Figure. 4.25.
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Figure 4.24: The total distance traveled by all robots to reach the achieved level
of demand satisfaction, area size = 200m x 200m, the number of robots = the
total demand, the communication range= 50 meters
The cause of the increase is the introduced waiting time that some robots needed
to utilize to help their landmarks get their demands. This waiting time was used
in this scenario because some landmarks were not able to get their demand early
at the deployment because of the increased size of the area which caused that
delay.
And finally the same still holds for the total number of messages exchanged
as in Figure. 4.26. The Two-hop COVER was able to reduce the total number of
messages by around 30% compared to the original COVER.
Finally, We have also studied the effect of using different transmission ranges.
As we have seen, all the above scenarios were with a transmission range of 50
meters. In this section, we will show the effect of increasing the transmission
ranges from 50 meters to 80 meters. First, in Figure. 4.27 we see that increasing
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Figure 4.25: The total time needed to reach the achieved level of demand satis-
faction, area size = 200m x 200m, the number of robots = the total demand, the
communication range= 50 meters
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Figure 4.26: The total messages exchanged till the end of implementing the two-
hop COVER, area size = 200m x 200m, the number of robots = the total demand,
the communication range= 50 meters
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Figure 4.27: The percentage of demand satisfaction, area size = 200m x 200m
with different transmission range
the transmission range helps in improving the demand satisfaction until it almost
reaches 100% demand satisfaction when the transmission range is 80. The higher
the transmission range, the easier it becomes for a robot to locate a landmark and
associate to it. Also, the cooperation scale will increase and each associated robot
or satisfied landmark will be able to help other unsatisfied landmarks in their
new transmission range which becomes wider as we increase the transmission
range. Table 4.6 show the percentage of improvements due to increasing the
communication range. We see that increasing the communication range from
50m to 65m improves the demand satisfaction by around 10% and increases the
communication range to 80m improves the demand satisfaction by around 17%
when the number of robots is 15 and by 10% when the number of robots is 35.
Moreover, the total distance remains the same when the demand is less than
25, but when the demand increases the total distance decreases by around 10%
95
Robots Rc=50 Rc=65 %improvements Rc=80 %improvement
15 0.84 0.93 10% 0.99 17%
20 0.87 0.94 8% 0.98 13%
25 0.87 0.95 10% 0.99 14%
30 0.89 0.96 8% 1.00 12%
35 0.90 0.97 8% 0.99 10%
Table 4.6: The percentage of demand satisfaction for different communicatin
ranges in Two-hop COVER. We show the improvement from Rc=50 to Rc=65
and 80.
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Figure 4.28: The total distance traveled by all robots to reach the achieved level
of demand satisfaction, area size = 200m x 200m with different transmission range
with the increase in the transmission range. Although the increase in the demand
satisfaction achieved means that some robots will need to travel more distance
to relocate to the positions determined by their landmarks, the overall traveled
distance of all robots is reduced. Each robot will not need to move more distance
to locate a landmark. The higher transmission range will help in finding landmarks
and so minimizing the total distance needed to search for a landmark as we see
in Figure. 4.28.
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Figure 4.29: The total time needed to reach the achieved level of demand satis-
faction, area size = 200m x 200m with different transmission range
For the total time needed to achieve the required deployment, the increase
in the transmission range will reduce the total time needed as in Figure. 4.29.
For example, increasing the transmission range to 80m reduces the total time
by around 15-30% compared to 50m transmission range. Although we compute
the time till the robots reach the position determined by their landmarks which
means more time when the demand satisfaction is high, the overall deployment
time is shortened. The same holds for the total messages where the increase in
the transmission range will let the robots get associated so quickly to landmarks
and consequently reduces the total messages as well as in Figure. 4.30.
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Figure 4.30: The total messages exchanged till the end of implementing the two-
hop COVER, area size = 200m x 200m with different transmission range
4.5 Trace Fingerprint
4.5.1 Introduction
We have presented two versions of COVER, the original COVER, and the Two-hop
COVER. However, we still see that even though the level of demand satisfaction
sometimes reaches around 95% and more in some scenarios where area size is not
large, it fails to reach more than 90% demand satisfaction when the area size gets
large such as in the previous section when the area size is 200m x 200m. In this
section, we present a modification to the Two-hop COVER that can guarantee
100% demand satisfaction given that the number of robots is enough to meet all
landmarks demand. One possible solution is to let the remaining robots wan-
der the whole area randomly until they locate a landmark with demand. This
approach could take long time to satisfy the demand and may not always reach
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100% demand satisfaction. If the area size is large, the robot may not go to the re-
gion of demand. Additionally, if the total demand is less than the available robot,
then there will be no demand for some of the robots. In this case, they will not
find out that there is no need from them and they will keep moving randomly until
they deplete their energy. Moreover, the random movements could result in a very
high cost in term of the traveled distance and the time needed to locate unsatis-
fied landmark. So, in order to reduce such randomness and guide the remaining
robots throughout the area till they find an unsatisfied landmark, we propose that
each robot will utilize its history to visit only the locations that it has not visited
before. Moreover, each robot will communicate with its neighboring robots and
landmarks to use their current positions and history, if applicable, to guide its
movements. After applying the Two-hop COVER, if a robot fails to associate
and the following conditions are satisfied, the robot moves to implement Trace
Fingerprint introduced here. The conditions are : 1) There is no force applied on
a robot for many iterations (i.e. 10 iterations depends on system parameters like
the area size and the speed of the robots). 2) The only force exerted toward the
robot is a repulsive force for many iterations (i.e. 15 iterations), then the robot
moves to implement Trace Fingerprint.
Figure 4.31 shows an example of how to use Trace Fingerprint. In Figure. 4.31-
B, according to Two-hop COVER, robot R14 is unable to locate an unsatisfied
landmark, so it gets stuck at its position with no force applied on him to be
directed to move so it will start the implementation of Trace Fingerprint. In
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Figure. 4.31-C, R14 will divide the area into squares and compute the coverage
of each square based on the history it has built, the covered area is shown with
canyon color. Then the robot will move toward the nearest partially covered
square which is to the right as in Figure. 4.31-D. Once the robot reaches, it will
search for a landmark but it did not find any so it will collect the traces of the
new neighbors and repeat the same process. The coverage level computation is
repeated again and the robot finds the nearest uncovered area and moves toward
it. The process is repeated until the robot gets close the demanding landmark
(L16) as in Figure. 4.31-E and will associate to it. Then finally the robot will
relocate to a position determined by its landmark as in Figure. 4.31-F.
4.5.2 Algorithm
Each robot will maintain a trace set ti = {(xn, yn), n = 1...N} where N is the
number of points that the robot stopped at and checked for the presence of land-
marks and did not find any. Once a robot gets stuck, it will collect the traces
of the other robots and build a new one Ti =
⋃
∀i{ti} where i ∈ {NR(Ri) and
NL(Ri)}. Each point in the trace will be used to build a virtual map of the places
that have been already visited so ∀j ∈ T , it will be represented in the virtual map
as VMj = a circle centered at (xj, yj) with radius Rc and each point within the
circle means that there is no landmark on it. The virtual map VM =
⋃
∀j{VMj}
where j ∈ Ti. Then, the robot will choose the nearest point not covered in VM
and move toward it. Once it reaches its target it will check for the presence of a
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Figure 4.31: An example of how Trace Fingerprint guarantees 100% demand
satisfaction. (A)The initial deployment of the robots. (B) the final deployment
according to two-hop COVER. (C) The start of Trace Fingerprint implementation
by robot R14. (D) Robot R14 moves toward the nearest free area to the right. (E)
Robot R14 moves downward toward the nearest free area and gets in range of the
landmark robot L16. F) Robot R14 gets associated to landmark L16
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landmark with a demand, if it fails, it will repeat the same process. Algorithm 5
presents the additional steps that will be implemented by a robot when it reaches
the stage that the Two-hop COVER is not helping it to get associated with a
landmark.
4.5.3 Results and Analysis
We have tested the proposed Trace Fingerprint using the same parameters in Table
4.4 using the area size of 200m x 200m. We compare Trace Fingerprint with
the Random Waypoint (RWP) approach. Since the RWP represents a natural
movement for the robot searching for the landmark, we consider RWP as our
baseline approach. We compare them in term of the number of robots that are
able to satisfy the demand of the landmarks, the total traveled distance of robot,
the total time, and the total number of messages. So, the two-hop COVER will
be applied first, if the robot fails to find a landmark with demand, it will apply
Trace Fingerprint or the RWP until it locates a landmark and associate to it.
We can see in Figure. 4.32 that Trace Fingerprint succeeded to reach 100%
demand satisfaction. The same level of demand satisfaction was also achieved
by the RWP, however, the difference will be shown in Figure. 4.33, 4.34, 4.35
regarding the total time, distance, and messages.
Trace Fingerprint needs additional movements in order to locate landmarks
but they are small compared to that needed for the RWP as shown in Figure.
4.33. While Trace Fingerprint caused around 20-30% increase in the distance to
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Algorithm 5 The algorithm for the operation of the free robot in Trace Finger-
print
1: switch Robot status do
2: case unassociated
3: if total force ==0 or all force types== repulsive then
4: count++
5: if count > α then
6: change robots status to unassociated searching
7: get the history of the neighboring robots and the position of the
landmarks and add them to the history
8: end if
9: else
10: add my next position to the history
11: end if
12: case unassociated searching
13: repeat
14: divide the area into squares
15: Compute the coverage level of each square based on the history
16: make a list of squares that are not fully covered
17: choose the nearest square and move toward it for a distance d
18: if gets associated then
19: change robots status to associated
20: else
21: gets the positions of the neighbors landmarks and robots and
update its history.
22: end if
23: until gets associated
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Figure 4.32: The percentage of demand satisfaction of Trace Fingerprint, area size
= 200m x 200m, communication range=50m, the number of robots= the demand
reach 100% demand satisfaction compared to the Two-hop COVER, RWP caused
more than 100% increase in the distance traveled. This shows the effectiveness of
the proposed approach to guide the robots’ movements rather than making them
move randomly. In the Trace Fingerprint, the robot will not visit the previously
visited places by him or by its neighbor robots which increase the chances of
locating landmarks quickly and reduces the total traveled distance. Additionally,
in Table 4.7 show the percentage of distance needed by the Trace Fingerprint and
RWP compared to the centralized approach. We see that Trace Fingerprint needs
to travel more distance around 70% compared to the centralized, however, the
RWP needs more than 150% when the number of robots is 15 and 100% when the
number of robots is 35.
Moreover, due to the guided movements in Trace Fingerprint, the total time
needed to reach 100% demand satisfaction is around half the time needed for RWP
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Figure 4.33: The total distance of Trace Fingerprint to achieve the maximum
demand satisfaction, area size = 200m x 200m, communication range=50m, the
number of robots= the demand
Robots Centralized Fingerprint % RWP %
15 897.60 1582.30 76% 2256.70 151%
20 1181.50 2026.30 72% 2871.70 143%
25 1522.50 2701.50 77% 3325.10 118%
30 1882.50 3153.40 68% 3804.10 102%
35 2083.60 3572.30 71% 4199.80 102%
Table 4.7: The total traveled distance of Trace Fingerprint compared with the
centralized and RWP. The percentages are calculated based on the difference from
the centralized approach
as shown in Figure. 4.34.
Finally, the longer it takes to reach the maximum demand satisfaction, the
higher the number of messages that will be used. So, we see that RWP uses more
messages compared to Trace Fingerprint as in Figure. 4.35.
The better performance of Trace Fingerprint compared to RWP comes at a
computational cost. Each free robot needs to make calculations that are not
needed in RWP. The robot needs to store traces its previously visited locations
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Figure 4.34: The total time of Trace Fingerprint to achieve the maximum demand
satisfaction, area size = 200m x 200m, communication range=50m, the number
of robots= the demand
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Figure 4.35: The total number of messages of Trace Fingerprint to achieve
the maximum demand satisfaction, area size = 200m x 200m, communication
range=50m, the number of robots= the demand
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and the locations of its neighbors. Moreover, at each iteration, the robot needs
to find the coverage level of each square in order to decide its next move. So,
for time critical applications and with the current advance in the computational
resources, we can ignore such computational overhead and consider only the other
factors (time, distance, and messages).
4.6 COVER and Two-hop COVER Approaches
with Fairness
4.6.1 Introduction
Other versions of COVER and Two-hop COVER are proposed here. Their main
aim is to address the scenarios when the collective demand of the landmarks is
greater than the available robots. In this case, we don’t want the algorithm to
work greedy as in the previous versions. In the previous versions, COVER and
Two-hop COVER, the landmarks will only cooperate with other landmarks when
their remaining demand is zero. So, we would like to distribute the robots in
a way such that no landmark gets all of its demand while the other landmarks
around it having their demand not satisfied to a certain level. We achieved this
fairness by proposing a minimum demand satisfaction level (minDS). When a
robot reaches the minDS it will start to cooperate with its neighboring landmarks
that are having demand greater than the current landmark’s demand. In this way,
each landmark will secure its minimum level of demand satisfaction and in the
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same time help other landmarks getting part of their demand. In order to study
the level of fairness achieved, we show results of Jain’s fairness index for the
remaining demand of the landmarks in the proposed approach and compare it
with the greedy version of COVER or Two-hop COVER according to equation
4.24. The minimum satisfaction level (minDS) is set to be equal to 50% of the
original demand.
J =
(
∑N
i=1,m=1(xi − xm))2
N
∑N
i=1,m=1(xi − xm)2
(4.24)
4.6.2 Fairness-aware COVER
So, we start by studying Fairness-aware COVER. We see that the employed fair-
ness approach succeeds to reduce the difference of the remaining demand of all the
landmarks. We measure this factor by calculating Jain’s fairness of the remaining
demand that is shown in Figure 4.36. We can see that Fairness-aware COVER is
able to improve Jain’s fairness. Additionally, we measure the standard deviation
of the remaining demand which gives almost the same conclusion as shown in
Figure 4.42.
For the other factors, we see that the Fairness-aware COVER takes slightly
higher distance (less than 10% increase in the total distance), and a substantial
increase in the total number of messages (around 10-50% increase) compared to
COVER. This is because when a robot has to decide between more than one
landmark, it will choose the one with the highest demand, not the closest one
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Figure 4.36: Jain’s fairness index of the remaining demand of the landmarks for
Fairness-aware COVER. The number of robots=demand-10, area size=150m x
150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.37: The standard deviation of the remaining demand of the landmarks
for Fairness-aware COVER.The number of robots=demand-10, area size=150m x
150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.38: The level of demand satisfaction for Fairness-aware COVER.
The number of robots=demand-10, area size=150m x 150m, communication
range=50m
which will increase the total distance as shown in Figure 4.39. Moreover, if there
is a close landmark with a demand but this landmark has other neighbors with
a demand greater than its demand, it will attract the robot toward one of them.
This will result in a higher distance. Messages as well will increase in this version
because the cooperation will start earlier than before. Each landmark will start to
cooperate once it secures its minDS which will yield a higher number of messages,
sometimes it reachs around 50% when the demand is 40 as shown in Figure 4.41.
The higher the level of demand, the high number of messages will be exchanged
to help other landmarks that are having demand. The same demand satisfaction
has been achieved by the two approaches as shown in Figure 4.38.
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Figure 4.39: The total distance traveled to achieve the maximum possible demand
satisfaction in Fairness-aware COVER. The number of robots=demand-10, area
size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.40: The total time traveled to achieve the maximum possible demand
satisfaction in Fairness-aware COVER. The number of robots=demand-10, area
size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.41: The total number of messages for Fairness-aware COVER. The num-
ber of robots=demand-10, area size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
4.6.3 Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER
Then we study Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER to show its effectiveness. We
first measure Jain’s fairness index as shown in Figure 4.43. We see that Jain’s
fairness in Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER is close to 1 compared to Two-hop
COVER. Figure 4.42 shows the standard deviation of the remaining demand . We
see that Two-hop COVER has a larger deviation compared to the Fairness-aware
Two-hop COVER. One more thing is that the new approach did not get affected
by the increase in the demand.
However, the introduction of fairness affected other metrics such as the total
time, distance, and messages. The level of demand satisfaction does not change
as in Figure. 4.44. But the total distance increases in the fairness-aware version
by around 20% as in Figure. 4.45. The increase in the total distance is due to the
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Figure 4.42: The standard deviation of the remaining demand of the landmarks
for Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER. The number of robots=demand-10, area
size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.43: Jain’s fairness index for the remaining demand of the landmarks
for Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER.The number of robots=demand-10, area
size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.44: The level of demand satisfaction for Fairness-aware Two-hop
COVER. The number of robots=demand-10, area size=150m x 150m, commu-
nication range=50m
fact that each robot considers only the highest demanding landmark to associate
with it not the closest one. So, if there are two landmarks and one is close to it
with a small demand and one is far with a high demand, the robot will choose
the farthest one to associate with it, which consequently causes the robot to move
higher distance. The same holds for the total time as in Figure. 4.46. Finally,
the total messages increases by 10-30% in the new approach as in Figure. 4.47.
In the new approach, each landmark will start the cooperation earlier than in
the previous approach. When a landmark achieves its minimum level of demand
satisfaction it will start the cooperation while in the previous approach it will only
cooperate when its demand is zero.
We also show the effect of increasing the number of robots for the same level
of demand in the Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER. We see in Figure. 4.48 that
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Figure 4.45: The total distance traveled to achieve the maximum possible demand
satisfaction in Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER. The number of robots=demand-
10, area size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.46: The total time traveled to achieve the maximum possible demand
satisfaction in Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER. The number of robots=demand-
10, area size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
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Figure 4.47: The total number of messages in Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER.
The number of robots=demand-10, area size=150m x 150m, communication
range=50m
increasing the number of robots reduces the standard deviation of the remaining
demand until it reaches zero when all the demand is satisfied.
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Figure 4.48: The standard deviation in the Fairness-aware Two-hop COVER. The
demand=30, area size=150m x 150m, communication range=50m
4.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have proposed a novel cooperative and distributive method for
multi-robot deployment using virtual force based on landmarks’ demand called
COVER. COVER is a cooperative approach such that landmarks and robots will
help each other to maximize and expedite the demand satisfaction of the land-
marks. Moreover, in order to shorten the time and reduce the total distance and
messages with also improving the level of demand satisfaction, we have proposed
Two-hop COVER that relies on two-hop communication. Finally, since COVER
and the Two-hop COVER are not able to always reach 100% demand satisfac-
tion, we proposed a Trace Fingerprint to do so in an efficient way. At the end, we
consider the fairness in distributing robots among landmarks in case of the total
demand of the landmark is greater than the available robots.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
5.1 Introduction
Multi-robots deployment in an unknown environment is a new challenging problem
that needs to be investigated to understand the behavior of robotics applications
under real parameters. Virtual force has been proposed to tackle such a problem,
however, most of the proposed studies did not consider the physical properties of
the robots and obstacles and their overall effect on the deployment. In this study,
we will consider different realistic parameters. First, we consider the localization
of the robots. In a harsh environment, the only convenient way is to use the
odometer properties of the robot to induce its location. This approach has its
error that accumulates with time. Some of the studies assume that localization is
already achieved using GPS [19], however, GPS is not available in indoor places
or in the areas that are covered by trees. Additionally, GPS has an error that
cannot be tolerated in small-scale scenarios. Another work [20] assumes that
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a localization method is available and so they build their work based on that
assumption, however in a real implementation, localization is a major issue and
its error is sometimes very high that affects the overall performance. Another
issue is the obstacles presence which can interfere with robots movement during
the deployment. Dealing with obstacles is not as simple as assumed by some
studies. The presence of obstacles means a high processing of the feedback coming
from the distance sensors as well as increasing the path length to the goal. Many
previous works have treated obstacles as a repulsive force [19] [1] [21], however in
our scenario, we have a goal that the robot needs to go to (which is the landmark)
so the robot may need to move around the obstacle to get back again to the path
of the goal. More importantly, even if there are no obstacles in the area of interest,
the robots themselves could become obstacles for each other.
5.2 A Study of Basic Virtual Force and Full Vir-
tual Force using Webots Simulation
5.2.1 Introduction
In this section, we opt to implement two variants of virtual force based deployment.
The first is the full virtual force where robots deployment takes in consideration
the robots around and the landmark in virtual force calculation. The robots start
to satisfy landmark needs after finishing the deployment. The second approach is
the modified virtual force where robots start the deployment and in parallel search
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for landmarks. Once a robot finds a landmark, it starts to satisfy its demand.
The implementation considers a realistic scenario using Khepera III robots on
Webots. Webots tool models all the physical properties of Khepera III as well as
the obstacles. The controller of each robot incorporates the PID controller along
with virtual force to control the robot and avoid obstacles. For localization, we
use the odometer properties of the robot to compute its current location given
that the initial location is known.
5.2.2 PID Implementation
A proportional integral derivative controller (PID controller) is a general control
feedback system used widely in system control [40]. PID algorithm consists of
three basic coefficients; Proportional, Integral and Derivative which are varied to
get optimal response. The basic idea behind a PID controller is to read a sensor,
then compute the desired actuator output by calculating Proportional, Integral,
and Derivative responses and summing those three components to compute the
output. PID controller and virtual force will be used to control the movement of
each robot. In virtual force each robot will communicate with its neighbor robots
and based on these communications it will decide its next position. The PID
controller will be used to allow a robot to move to its next position and avoid
obstacles in its way. In order to make a robot move from one point to another, we
use a go-to-goal controller. However, the robot may find obstacles in its way, so
we use avoid-obstacles controller. To avoid hard switching between go-to-goal and
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avoid-obstacles controller and at the same time to make the robot move toward
the goal, we use go-to-goal-and-avoid-obstacles controller; the implementation of
the three controllers are described below based on the details in reference [41].
1. Go-to-goal controller: in this controller the robot has a goal defined by x
and y coordinate. So the input to the controller will be v and w (the linear
velocity and angle), and the output will be v and w (the linear and angular
velocity). The robot will move according to the output of the controller.
Using the feedback from wheels encoders, the controller will adjust v and w
continuously until the robot reaches its goal.
2. Avoid-obstacles controller: The objective of this controller is to steer the
robot away from obstacle to avoid a collision. This is known as the avoid-
obstacles behavior. The IR sensors allow to measure the distance to obsta-
cles in the environment, but we need to compute the points in the world to
which these distances correspond. So, each robot will get IR sensors reading,
Khepera III has nine IR sensors. The IR sensors reading will be mapped
to a distance. Based on these calculations, the presence of an obstacle and
its position is determined. Then the controller uses these readings to com-
pute v and w to steer the robot away from the obstacle. This process is
repeated until the IR readings are below a threshold which makes the robot
either to switch to the go-to-goal controller or go-to-goal-and-avoid-obstacles
controller.
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3. Go-to-goal-and-avoid-obstacles controller: in this controller, there is one
vector pointing to the goal from the robot and another vector pointing from
the robot to a point in the space away from the obstacle. These two vectors
are combined (blended) into a component vector, which is a vector that
points the robot both away from the obstacle and towards the goal
5.2.3 Performance Evaluation
In this work, two algorithms are implemented for robots self-deployment in un-
known environment: Full virtual force, and Modified virtual force. These algo-
rithms have been implemented in our previous work [39].In addition, each robot
runs the PID controller in order to consider all the physical properties of the robots
as well as a real environment. For localization, we use the odometer properties
of the robot to compute its coordinates given that the initial location is known.
Since we consider a small-scale scenario in this work, the error of this localization
approach can be tolerated.
5.2.3.1 Full Virtual Force
In this approach, the robots will implement the virtual force until they reach
the equilibrium state. If a robot receives any demand message from landmarks
during the deployment phase, it will only consider its demand in virtual force
calculations. Only the landmarks that have a demand can exert the attractive
force, otherwise zero force is exerted. The force is set relatively to the demand
needed by the landmark; the higher the demand, the higher the attractive force.
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After finishing the deployment, the robots will start listening for the demand
messages and applying the association algorithm to get associated with one of the
neighboring landmarks.
5.2.3.2 Modified Virtual Force
In this approach, the robots will use the original virtual force to deploy themselves
in the area of interest. Once any of the robots hears a demand message from a
landmark, it will start the association process. If it succeeds, it will move toward
that landmark, if not it will continue moving using virtual force.
5.2.3.3 Simulation Setup
The simulation has been conducted using Webots tool. It is a high fidelity simula-
tor that has a modeling for many realistic robots. All the physical characteristics
of the robots and the environment are represented. We opt to use Khepera III
robot. The Khepera III robot integration is a product of the Swiss company K-
Team. Features available on the platform include multiple sensor arrays for both
long range and short range object detection, swappable battery pack system for
optimal autonomy, and differential drive odometry [42]. The Khepera III robot
embeds lots of sensors and advanced computational power which enhances its ap-
plication in education and research. Khepera III is equipped with 11 infrared (IR)
range sensors, of which nine are located in a ring around it and two are located
on the underside of the robot as shown in Figure. 5.1. The IR sensors are com-
plemented by a set of five ultrasonic sensors. Webots simulator has an interesting
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feature that the implemented code on Khepera robot on simulation can easily be
transferred to a real robot without a modification.
Figure 5.1: The top view of IR sensors in Khepera III
Simulation parameters are shown in Table 5.1. Each experiment is repeated
15 times with each experiment the position of the robots, landmarks, obstacles,
and the demand distribution are set randomly. The performance metrics used in
this study are:
1. Demand satisfaction: this metric measures the percentage of demand that
is satisfied by the end of the implementation of the algorithm.
2. Total traveled distance.
3. Total time.
4. Total messages: this metric counts the number of messages that are utilized
in the implementation of the two algorithms.
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All the above metrics can be used to implicitly measure the energy consumption
because the total distance and messages are the main sources of energy consump-
tion. The simulation area is 10m x 10m as shown in Figure. 5.2. Obstacles are
small rectangles of size 30cm x 20cm distributed randomly throughout the area.
Parameters Value
Simulation tool Webot 8.1.0
Robot name Khepera III
Number of robots (randomly distributed) 15, 20, 25
Number of Landmarks (randomly distributed) 6
Demand (robots) 15
Area size 10m x 10m
Number of obstacles (randomly distributed) 20, 40
Obstacle size 0.3m x 0.2m
Number of experiments 15
Table 5.1: Webots Simulation Parameters
5.2.3.4 Results and Analysis
The performance of the two algorithms has been investigated in different setups
to explore the effect of using real robots in real environments. Additionally, the
effect of increasing the number of obstacles is studied as well. First we show the
effect of obstacles on modified virtual force algorithm. We can observe that the
demand satisfaction is affected by the presence of obstacles and their density as
in Figure. 5.3, but the main effect of obstacles is on the other metrics: average
distance, total time, and messages as shown in Figure. 5.4, 5.5, 5.6. The presence
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Figure 5.2: The deployment process. A) The structure of the area of interest.
B) Three landmarks with blue circles and 12 robots inside the green circle. C)
Obstacles present, one of them is inside a red circle. D) The final deployment of
the robots.
of obstacles causes the robot to move longer distance searching for landmarks.
Consequently, the total time needed to achieve the same percentage of demand
satisfaction increases with the increase of obstacles density as in Figure. 5.4.
For the total messages, the obstacles delay robots from getting associated to a
landmark which causes more messages to be exchanged in order to implement
the algorithm. We conclude that ignoring a real factors such as obstacles can
lead to performance statistics that are far from real and consequently misleading
conclusions.
We also compare full virtual force and modified virtual force to show the effect
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Figure 5.3: Percentage of demand satisfaction using modified virtual force algo-
rithm
of obstacles on both of them. While the performance of both of them is close in
term of demand satisfaction as in Figure. 5.7, we see that modified virtual force
is better in term of average distance, total time, and total messages as in Figure.
5.8, 5.9, 5.10.
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Figure 5.4: The average traveled distance of each robot to satisfy the given demand
using modified virtual force algorithm
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Figure 5.5: The total time needed for each robot to satisfy the given demand
using modified virtual force algorithm
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Figure 5.6: The total messages utilized by each robot to satisfy the given demand
using modified virtual force algorithm
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Figure 5.7: Percentage of demand satisfaction using modified virtual force and
full virtual force algorithms
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Figure 5.8: The average traveled distance of each robot to satisfy the given demand
using modified virtual force and full virtual force algorithms
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Figure 5.9: The total time needed for each robot to satisfy the given demand
using modified virtual force and full virtual force algorithms
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Figure 5.10: The total messages utilized by each robot to satisfy the given demand
using modified virtual force and full virtual force algorithms
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5.3 A Study of COVER Using TurtleBot
In this section, we are going to show some real experimental results on Turtlebot2
robots to provide a proof of concept of COVER algorithm. TurtleBot is a low-cost,
personal robot kit with open source software. It consists of a mobile base, laptop
computer, and 3D depth camera. The camera is used for navigation and obstacle
avoidance given the boundary of the area. In order to conduct our experiments,
we use four robots and two laptops as landmarks. The experiments are conducted
on area of 20m * 20m.
5.3.1 Basic Virtual Force Using TurtleBot
First we implemented the original virtual force using four Turtlebot robots. The
robots are placed at the center of the area and the goal is to spread them over
the area and keep the distance between each neighbors at 4 meters. The robots
are put at the center as in Figure. 5.12-A then as a result of virtual force effect,
the robots move multiple steps until they reach the equilibrium state as in figure
5.12-C. For path planing and obstacle avoidance, each robot uses the 3D depth
camera placed in front of it to decide the distance to obstacles. Each robot will
need to know the boundary of the area and its initial position within the area.
5.3.2 COVER Using Turtlebot
We have also implemented the proposed deployment approach (COVER) using
Turtlebot robots. The experimental parameters are shown in Table 5.2. Different
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Figure 5.11: An example of the experimental area where four robots are placed
at the center.
experiments are conducted utilizing different combinations of robots and land-
marks and the demand. The first experiment is conducted using 4 robots and two
landmarks. The robots are initially at the center of the area and the landmarks
one at the right most point and one at the left most point as shown in 5.13-A.
The robots will initially move according to virtual force in order to increase the
chances of locating a landmark. The robots position will be as in figure 5.13-B
. Then robot R3 will hear a demand from landmark L1 and associate to it. In
the same time robot R4 will hear a demand from landmark L2 and associate to
it. Since the demand of the landmark L2 is still not satisfied, robot R4 will at-
tract robot R1 and robot R2 until they become in the range of landmark L2 and
associate to it as in Figure. 5.13-C.
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Figure 5.12: An example of virtual force implementation using turtlebot robot.
A) The initial position of the four robots at the center of the area. B) The position
of the robots after sometime of implementing virtual force. C) The final position
of the robots where they reached the equilibrium and the distance between each
pair is around 4 meters
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Figure 5.13: Robots deployment according to COVER approach. A) Four robots
are placed at the center and the landmarks one at (20, 3) with demand of 1 and
one at (0, 3) with demand of 3. B) Robot R3 and R4 were able to locate landmark
L1 and L2 respectively and associate to them. C) Robot R4 attracts robot R1 and
R2 until they become in the range of landmark L2 to associate with it
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Parameters Value
Robot Name TurtleBot
Number of robots 4
Robot’s transmission range 8m
Landmark’s transmission range 8m
Number of Landmarks 1, 2
Demand (robots) 1, 4
Area size 20m x 20m
Number of obstacles 1
Obstacle size 0.5m x 0.7m
Table 5.2: Experiment Parameters
In order to show an obstacle avoidance scenario, we placed two obstacles in
the area of interest and two robots as in Figure. 5.14-A. The two robots will
move according to virtual force. Once one of the robots finds the landmark with
demand it will attract the other robots toward it. In each movement of robot R1
it will avoid the obstacle in its way and reach the goal successfully. First robot
R2 will move according to virtual force to the position (12, 3). In its path to
the goal there is an obstacle in its way and using the 3D depth camera equipped
with the robot, it will recognize that there is an obstacle and avoid it as in figure
5.14-B. Then robot R1 will attract robot R2 toward landmark L1 and the path
that robot R2 will move through it is having an obstacle so the robot will plan its
path accordingly as in figure 5.14-C.
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Figure 5.14: Robots deployment according to COVER approach in the presence
of obstacle. A) The initial position of the robots. B) Robots after virtual force
calculations and robot R1 gets associated. C) Robot R1 attracts robot R2 toward
landmark L1
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
DIRECTIONS
In this thesis, we have studied virtual force approach in order to come up with
a framework that considers different aspects of robot deployment using virtual
force. First, we study the main parameters that virtual force relies on which are
the attractive force wa and the repulsive force wr. We present two calibrates
for each one in order to adapt to different scenarios. Considering the remaining
energy of each robot is also factored in virtual force calculation to balance en-
ergy consumption among robots. In order to utilize virtual force for purposeful
deployment, we proposed a cooperative virtual force technique called COVER.
This approach modifies the original virtual force such that the demand of land-
marks is factored during virtual force implementation. This approach is shown to
have some limitations such as robot deadlock or increase in the distance traveled.
So, to address the aforementioned problems we proposed Two-hop COVER that
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utilizes two-hop communications between robots and landmarks to improve the
performance of the deployment. Moreover, in order to guarantee 100% demand
satisfaction of the landmarks, we proposed Trace Fingerprint method that should
be used with Two-hop COVER to guarantee the maximum possible demand satis-
faction. Finally, the fairness in distributing robots among landmarks is considered
in the scenarios when the collective demand of the landmarks is greater than the
available robots. All the above approaches have been validated through exten-
sive simulation experiments. In addition, a proof-of-concept experiment using
Turtlebot robots has been carried out to see a real implementation of COVER.
Also, Khepera III robots available on Webots have been used to assess the origi-
nal virtual force and full virtual force approach. As for future improvements, the
following can be used as a guidance for future improvements.
1. Propose an Adaptive Virtual Force. One of the main challenges is how to
make virtual force adapt itself to perform the required deployment online. In
the proposed setting, we assume that some details will be fed to the system
such as the number of robots, then we set the attractive force and the
repulsive force accordingly. But, what if the robots detected any changes in
the environment and figured out that the deployment is not reaching its goal,
in this case, it would be better for wa and wr to be changing autonomously
to adapt to the environmental changes and to improve the deployment.
2. Advance Dealing with Obstacles. In the current implementation of virtual
force in the literature, obstacles are treated as an object that will exert a
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repulsive force, however, dealing with the size of obstacles and how obstacles
will be detected worth further investigations. For instance, a robot can
detect obstacle using the distance sensors as in Figure 6.1, then the robot
starts to make a conception about the shape of the obstacle. Based on the
built conception, the repulsive force should be exerted. Additionally, we
would need to look on how to deal with regular and irregular obstacles and
their effects on the stabilization of virtual force based deployment.
3. Real experiments of the other proposed algorithms (Two-hop COVER and
Trace Fingerprint) would give a great insight of their performance in a real
environment.
Figure 6.1: An example of the interaction between robots and obstacles
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